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The State of the College
C O N T IN U IN G  THE QUEST FOR W IS D O M  A N D  MARKETABLE SKILLS
By Brother President Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Students arriving at the college’s newest dormitory, St. Katharine Hall, which opened this September.
T his year’s impressionistic summary of the college’s 
condition has to suffer from an attack of prudence. Several 
pending but positive developments have not reached the 
point where they can be committed to print in 31,000 
copies for—we believe— 80,000 readers. Thus, if the read­
er has heard of vital topics being discussed on campus 
but not in this article, let me assure him or her that full 
details will be forthcoming at the earliest possible moment.
For the quantitative basis of this article, let me refer you 
to the finance and development reports elsewhere in this 
issue. In the ecomony of the 1982-83 fiscal year, the 
achievements recorded in both reports seem to me re­
markable, reflecting on the energy and imagination used
to bring in resources, and the judgm ent employed in using 
them. This is no place to single out departments or individ­
uals— for fear of omitting some— but it is evident that many 
people have had to perform far beyond the minimum for 
such results to be logged in such a year.
Competition for students is now and will be our chief 
environmental reality, I think. This aggressive recruitment 
has to go on in a climate of strict professionalism, if the 
La Salle degree is to continue to merit respect. We enjoyed 
the fifth-highest undergraduate applicant pool in our his­
tory in ’82 -’83; and you may be sure that we were tempted 
to dip deeper, in the name of solvency, than we had in 
the past. Five hundred rejections occurred, based on the
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conviction that acceptance into the wrong program would 
bring only frustration, kindly though it might initially seem. 
Coupled with the self-selection out of those who refrained 
from applying at all, these figures have allowed us to 
enhance both the numbers and the profile of the class of 
’87. Still, after the bulge represented by the classes of '83, 
'84, and ’85, we are returning to a more normal size, 
historically speaking, and trying to adjust accordingly.
At this writing, incoming full-time freshmen will be up 
8% over last year, transfers 10%. Even so, depending on 
attrition (non-returning prior students), we could be down 
5% overall because 910 day students graduated in May. 
All in all, we are doing better than we had expected at 
budget time. It is too soon to tell how the array of part- 
time enrollments will compare with last year. These pro­
grams do appear to respond very quickly to economic 
change, so we can reasonably hope to stay at least even.
What is different from the 60 ’s and 70’s, however, is the 
configuration of majors. Computer science and com ­
munications, for example, d idn ’t exist back then as majors. 
The same holds true for nursing in the Evening Division. 
Thus, as we level off with roughly a seventies-size student 
body, the demand for some subjects is stabilizing at a 
greatly reduced level while that for booming subjects 
sends us into the marketplace for faculty talent.
The temptation, valiantly spurned by our faculty, is to 
make the students sign up for courses where we have 
existing strengths. That tactic, in addition to reversing ends 
and means, is generally thought not to work anyway, as 
it drives people away to freer choices elsewhere. But it has 
inescapably hovered in the background all year as faculty, 
in six subgroups, have worked on a thorough revision of 
the core and distribution curriculum: everything but the
majors. One of the first things to emerge in the college’s 
strategic planning sessions was that the goals of the institu­
tion seem to be drifting farther and farther from the goals 
of the students. Broadly put, the differences center around 
those of liberal arts formation and long-range personal 
growth, over against career goals and immediate return on 
one’s short-term investment. The parallel between this per­
ception and the one on distribution of strengths is perhaps 
obvious.
It is my understanding that, as the curriculum  reaches 
its relatively final form, the appropriate academic officers 
will describe it for the readers of this magazine. I am able 
only to say that the thrust of it is to assure solid develop­
ment in analytical thinking, a comprehensive grasp rather 
than a smattering in any area, a full exposure to Catholic 
thought— all this while not impeding the acquisition of 
command over a major for immediate employment or 
further study or both. For example, the days of a senior’s 
fulfilling a requirement by swooping into a 100-level 
course may well be over. Today’s 120-credit graduation 
m inimum (compared to yesteryear’s 132 and beyond) al­
lows for very little breathing room and no empty air.
As you may have noticed in recent advertising, the fac­
ulty have had an especially good year in winning national 
awards and grants. (See box.) These honors translate into 
the enhancement of the classroom experience, still and 
always the basic collegiate encounter upon whose consis­
tent and broadly-based quality everything else depends. 
I continue to hold that, for any one student, La Salle is 
the twenty-or-so teachers he or she has met, plus the 
advisor or coach who has filled the bill at just the needed 
time.
At the graduate level, the part-time MBA continues to
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do well, with the added side effect of adding well-placed 
alumni in significant numbers, already well launched. 
Graduate religion, now year-round for some, experienced 
nothing less than a wonderful summer, with its 200-plus 
students and a fine spirit of community. With their d is­
tinguished international faculty, these students form our 
farthest-flung cadre of ambassadors to schools and par­
ishes.
The degree programs in pastoral counseling, in bilingual 
cultures, in education, and the increasingly international 
full-time MBA are all in reasonable health, in terms of 
numbers, and are proving to be very solid educationally. 
A new graduate council under Brother James Muldoon is 
addressing common concerns of the various programs.
Our greatest challenge in all aspects of graduate educa­
tion is that we must charge an appropriate tuition even to 
persons who aren’t subsidized by their employers. On 
price alone, we cannot compete with heavily-aided institu­
tions. The partial solution lies in an intensive search for 
new sources of student aid. Obviously, most of the pro­
grams are a clear manifestation of the college’s sense of 
mission, so we don’t expect to “ make money” on them. 
Neither, however, can we run for long at a significant loss. 
This particular buck, then, stops at the desk of the Director 
of Development, like many others.
This September has seen the opening of St. Katharine 
Hall, a 300-bed residence, and of a yet-nameless dining 
area for 500. These new facilities, built chiefly with the aid 
of a federal loan at 3%, signal a period of opportunity for 
the college, since we shall no longer be in the position 
of turning away students for lack of dorm space— at least 
for a while. (Lately, we have had to deny rooms to Phila­
delphia residents and to transfer students, or at best keep 
them in suspense on a waiting list.) Based on the statistical­
ly-supported idea that residents do better academic work 
and can take a more active part in college life, this move 
to a 1/3-resident day student body should improve the 
overall quality of La Salle, in class and outside it.
The dorm structure has several features which alum- 
ni/ae of Albert, Bernard etc. may find interesting. One is 
a variety of accommodations, including “ quad rooms,” 
two double rooms connected by a bathroom and with 
washstands in the bedrooms themselves. Another feature 
is provision for handicapped residents, including an 
elevator, while a third is the abundance of lounges, includ­
ing two with kitchens. (Many have their own tv’s these 
days, so the vast lounges of the past are no longer useful. 
They’ve been carved up into study carrels (!), offices, and 
the like.
As for the dining hall, the main space is divided into 
three areas seating 150, 200, and 150, but the partitions 
open sufficiently for a gathering of 500 (e.g. a reunion) 
to hear and see one speaker or one combo. The structure 
is much nearer to parking, has a fine landscaped view, 
and is air-conditioned (as St. Katharine’s can be, when 
the dining hall isn’t. Our future hopes include bringing both 
on line simultaneously, should need be demonstrated.)
This is, to be sure, an odd time to add to plant, from 
some points of view, except to catch up to long-felt needs. 
We have had the good fortune to be given an industrial 
structure about V2 block from the campus, where we hope 
to centralize storage, receiving, carpentry and other such
activities, with the result that the famous quonset hut be­
tween the soccer and baseball fields may go. Should the 
space allow, that is clearly the place for tennis courts, 
which we’ve lacked since about 1951. With Good 
Shepherd property answering our parking needs (for 
those willing to walk that far) and to some extent providing 
for slanting outdoor intramurals, the addition of those 
courts would almost bring our outdoor resources up to the 
needs of over 1,000 young people living here. We aren’t 
speaking of luxuries, by any means, though such outlays 
do have a tough time in any list of priorities.
As in most American enterprises today, the process of 
strategic planning looms ever larger, as I indicated in this 
space last year. In the nature of things, the academic area 
had to take the lead, tying in with curriculum revision, 
preparation for the ’85-’86 reaffirmation visit of the Middle 
States, and above all with a revision of the college’s 
mission statement. The thread running through the entire 
process is the maintenance of traditional goals while devis­
ing means to meet today’s and tomorrow ’s needs.
Raymond Ricci, known to most readers through his 
service as Registrar, has been made Director of Planning 
for the college. Several grants from government and pri­
vate sources have been designated for planning, including 
a full-scale marketing study. A committee of the Board, 
all of whom are responsible for strategic planning in their 
own corporate settings, have kept us on our mettle.
Among the areas which concern academic planning are 
admissions (with its great need to know why people come 
or don ’t come, and its intended shift to a more regional 
basis), the relationship of liberal arts objectives to those 
of career preparation, the strengthening of academic ad­
visement, faculty development (e.g. encouragement of 
scholarship), programmatic innovation, and the com ­
munication of all these to the general public. Further, the
A Sampling of Recent 
Faculty Honors
James Butler, National Endowment for the Humanities 
Fellowship for College Teachers (1983-1984).
Michael Dillon, NEH Summer Seminar Grant, “The 
Changing Role of American Courts,” University of 
Wisconsin.
Richard Geruson, NEH Summer Seminar Grant, “Ameri­
can Urban History: Cities and Neighborhoods,” Col­
umbia University.
Brother Gerard Molyneaux, NEH Summer Seminar 
Grant, “ Italian Film: 1945-1967,” Princeton University.
Judith Newton, NEH Fellowship for College Teachers 
(1984).
George Perfecky, NEH Translation Grant (Summers 
1982 and 1983).
Leo Rudnytzky, NEH Translation Grant (Summers 1982 
and 1983).
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impact of all developments upon the library and computer 
resources of the college— and therefore upon finances— is 
of concern.
All divisions of the student affairs area have formulated 
their goals to merge with the planning process. Re­
gionalization, for example, will have effects in activities, in 
resident life, and in campus ministry. A greater awareness 
of religious values will similarly affect all student affairs 
areas, as will the impetus to have the total college take 
a more positive part in the turn-around of nearby blighted 
areas. The economic need of many students to work dur­
ing the school year causes a constant, searching evalu­
ation of activities which depend on free time. Assuring a 
genuinely collegiate experience for a commuter who also 
works thirty hours a week— however adm irably— is a 
challenge not easily met.
That the service areas, such as plant, business office, 
food service, and the like must fall into line is evident as 
well, though space precludes the detailing of these vital
functions. Just by way of example, the mere passage of 
time has mandated the renewal of systems in College Hall 
(wiring, windows, climate control). But further alterations 
are occasioned by curriculum developments such as 
computer science, communications (TV studio), nursing 
(labs), and by the shift to a more residential student body. 
The best available financial and resource management is 
crucially necessary, even to the careful monitoring of main­
tenance materials and schedules. Maximum effectiveness 
of our fund-raising area must be assured, at the other end 
of the financial cycle.
Lest there be any doubt from all the foregoing, the 
planning activity is not meant to produce a dust-gathering 
tome, but rather to introduce a future-looking habit into all 
aspects of college management— rather than the reactive 
style which can so readily surface in challenging times. 
The process itself, then, in the light of timeless principles, 
is what’s important in planning. Buzz-word, yes, but 
necessary substance as well. While most of these actions 
would be taken in some form by any sensible manage­
ment, the framework of planning tends to unify them and 
give them a chance to be more effective.
So many similarities, aren’t there, to any other under­
taking. The differences matter even more, though. With all 
of higher education we share a devotion to true wisdom 
and to its timely arrival in thousands of lives— along with 
marketable skills. With higher education in Philadelphia we 
share confidence in our civic future. So very much justifies 
hope and counterbalances transitory discouragements. 
With Catholic higher education, so recently encouraged by 
the Bishops’ pastoral letter, we share the faith. These are 
bases for continuing, not only day by day, but for the long 
future.
Let me close, as I may have in the past, with an urgent 
invitation to our readers to visit the campus, especially if 
it’s been a while. As you near 20th and Olney, you will 
notice the gradually-emerging results of $128 million of 
new construction and renovation at Einstein, Germantown, 
Geriatric, Widener and La Salle, all of it in the past four 
years. Government at all levels is putting significant re­
sources into the area as well, in the form of a new Broad- 
Olney terminal, new rolling stock, a rejuvenated Belfield 
recreation center, single-fam ily and m ultiple-fam ily hous­
ing renewals, and related improvements. All this and more 
are outcomes of Campus Boulevard, in which La Salle has 
taken a leading role. As in all human ventures, there are 
setbacks, but the thrust goes on. Then, when you enter 
campus, be our guest for a tour: gallery, chapels, union 
annex, the new dining hall and dorms. The state of the 
college and of its people makes us grateful to the Good 
Lord, and to many of you. ■
Brother Ellis has been President of the college since 1977. 
He also holds the academic rank of Professor of English.
■
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F IN A N C IA L  — continued
TO THE PRESIDENT AND TRUSTEES OF LA SALLE COLLEGE:
INTRODUCTION
We are pleased to submit the annual Financial Report of La Salle College 
for the fiscal year 1982-83. This report includes financial statements prepared 
by the Office of the Vice President for Business Affairs and includes the 
opinion of SHORIAK & KIELY, CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS. It 
statistically and graphically illustrates some of the more important areas of 
financial activity and the continuing development of the College.
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT 
ACCOUNTING POLICIES:
The significant accounting policies followed by La Salle Col­
lege are described below to enhance the usefulness of the 
financial statements to the reader.
ACCRUAL BASIS
The financial statements of La Salle College have been 
prepared on the accrual basis. The statement of current fund 
revenues, expenditures, and transfers is a statement of the 
financial activities of current funds related to the current reporting 
period. It does not purport to present the results of operations 
or the net income or loss for the period.
To the extent that current funds are used to finance plant 
assets, the amounts so provided are accounted for as (1) expen­
ditures, in the case of normal replacement of movable equip­
ment; (2) mandatory transfers, in the cases of required 
provisions for debt amortization; and (3) transfers of a nonman­
datory nature for all other cases.
FUND ACCOUNTING
In order to ensure observance of limitations and restrictions 
placed on the use of the resources available to the College, the 
accounts of the College are maintained in accordance with the 
principles of “ fund accounting.” This is the procedure by which 
resources for various purposes are classified for accounting and 
reporting purposes into funds that are in accordance with ac­
tivities or objectives specified. Separate accounts are maintained 
for each fund; however, in the accompanying financial state­
ments, funds that have similar characteristics have been com­
bined into fund groups. Accordingly, all financial transactions 
have been recorded and reported by fund group.
Within each fund group, fund balances restricted by outside 
sources are so indicated and are distinguished from unrestricted 
funds allocated to specific purposes by action of the Board of 
Trustees. Externally restricted funds may only be utilized in ac­
cordance with the purposes established by the source of such 
funds and are in contrast with unrestricted funds over which the 
Board of Trustees retains full control to use in achieving any of 
its institutional purposes.
Restricted endowment funds are subject to the restrictions of 
gift instruments requiring in perpetuity that the principal be in­
vested and the income only be utilized. Unrestricted endowment 
funds have been established by the Board of Trustees, and any 
portion of unrestricted endowment funds may be expended at 
board discretion.
All gains and losses arising from the sale, collection, or other 
disposition of investments and other non-cash assets are ac­
counted for in the fund which owned them. Ordinary income 
derived from investments, receivables, and the like is accounted 
for in the fund owning such assets, except for unrestricted en­
dowment fund earnings which are reported as revenues in un­
restricted current funds.
All other unrestricted revenue is accounted for in the un­
restricted current fund. Restricted gifts, grants, endowment in­
come, and other restricted resources are accounted for in the 
appropriate fund. Restricted current funds and grants are re­
ported as revenues and expenditures in current funds when 
expended for current operating purposes.
OTHER SIGNIFICANT POLICIES
In order to more appropriately reflect the financial position and 
results of the College, or to comply with mandated external policy 
or directional statements, changes have been made in certain 
College accounting policies during the fiscal year. Where such 
changes impact on statements which reflect financial position or 
results of previous years the statements have been changed to 
reflect the current policy.
In order to comply with Standard No. 43 of the Financial 
Accounting Standards Board the College has caused to be re­
corded a charge to current surplus and the establishment of a 
liability account to reflect liability assumed under this “Standard” 
for compensated absences. See Note Number 5 to the Balance 
Sheet.
The College now reports gifts designated for “ restricted” en­
dowment funds as direct applications to restricted endowment 
funds. See form Number 3, Statement of Change in Fund Bal­
ances. Previously such revenues were included with current fund 
revenues and reflected as a mandatory transfer to restricted 
endowment funds.
In order to more clearly display the position of “ Plant Funds” 
this section of the Balance Sheet has been further divided to 
display separate sub-fund balances for unexpended plant funds, 
renewal and replacement funds, and retirement of indebtedness 
funds. Previously, unexpended plant funds were contained 
within investment in plant. The June 30, 1982 fund balances on 
the balance sheet have been adjusted to reflect these changes.
Other significant accounting policies are set forth in the 
financial statements and the notes thereto.
THE YEAR IN BRIEF___________________
FINANCIAL 1982-83 1981-82
Total current revenues ....................  $29,034,044  $28,557,342
Expenditures and mandatory
transfers ......................................  27,019,190  26,209,001
Excess of current revenues over
current expenditures a n d __________________
mandatory transfers .................  2,014,853 2,348,341
Net current funds transfers and
other adjustments ........................  1,957,421 2,313,798
57,432          34,543
Charge to unappropriated current surplus 
to establish liability for 
“Compensated Absences” per
F.A.S.B. Ruling #43—
see B.S. Note #5 .........................  (326,035)
Net increase (decrease) in --------------------------------
current funds ...............................  (268,602) 34,543
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ENROLLMENT
Unduplicated student head count 
(fall semester)
Day division ................................ 3,689 4,084
Evening division .......................... 2,343 2,480
Graduate programs ....................... 1,116 989
Full-time financial equivalent:
Day division ................................ 3,435 3,799
FUND BALANCES
The College’s equity in all funds increased over three million 
dollars as summarized in the below schedule:
Fund Balance
C urren t fu n d s  ......................................
June 3 0 ,  1983 June 30, 1982 
. $ 214.224 $ 4 8 2 ,8 2 7
Change 
$ 268.603
S tu d e n t loan fu n d s  .......................... 5,195,769 5 ,1 3 3 ,1 4 7 + 62 .622
E ndow m ent and s im ila r  fu n d s  .. 10,458,944 9 ,2 0 1 ,6 1 3 +  1.257.331
U nexpended p la n t, re tirem e n t 
o f indeb te dn e ss  and renew al
and re p la ce m en t fu n d s  ............ 4.320.469 2 ,8 3 3 ,0 5 2 +  1.478.417
Net in ve s tm e n t in  p la n t 23.466.049 2 3 ,0 1 7 ,7 9 6 +448,253
S upp lem en ta l re tire m e n t and
age n cy  fu n d  ................................... 656.862 5 9 9 .0 2 3 +57 .838
Tota l 44,312,617 4 1 ,2 6 7 ,4 6 0 + 3 ,044,857
Fiscal 1982-83 was a busy and challenging year for the busi­
ness and financial affairs of the College. During the year the 
College constructed a three hundred bed dormitory and a dining 
facility with seating for five hundred, obtained an investment 
rating from Moody’s, consummated a $4.8 million dollar revenue 
bond issue through the Pennsylvania Higher Educational Facili­
ties Authority, made final settlement on a $4.7 million dollar low 
interest (3%) College Housing Loan through the Department of 
Education, reviewed our casualty insurance program and 
changed carriers, selected a trustee for the implementation of 
a pooled income trust program, implemented a “ cafeteria” ben­
efit program for faculty, admnistrative and staff personnel and 
completed the process of the separate incorporation of the High 
School.
The basic full-time day tuition charge was $4,150; an increase 
of $450 over the previous fiscal year. While enrollment in the day 
division, as measured in financial-full-time equivalents (tuition 
revenue divided by the full-time tuition charge), declined by 
approximately 10% (364), tuition and fee revenues in the day 
division were up by $325,000 and total tuition and fee revenues 
increased by $815,737. Enrollment in the College’s under­
graduate Day Division declined as compared with the historic 
high of 1980-81. Most of this was attributable to the reduced 
number of new freshmen. We believe this was the result of a 
combination of factors. Despite these recent enrollment declines, 
the College remains, today, somewhat larger than it was through 
most of the decade of the 1970’s. Although applications and 
freshman enrollments for the 1982-83 academic year were down
from the historically high 1980-81 levels, the academic quality 
of freshmen enrollment as measured by the average combined 
Scholastic Aptitude Test scores for each class, was higher for 
the 1982-83 freshman class than for any other freshman class 
during the past five years. The College has established a goal 
of stabilizing its enrollment at approximately 3,500 full-time and 
3,500 part-time students. Steps taken to achieve this goal, based 
upon early indicators, appear to be succeeding. The freshman 
class entering in September 1983 is expected to be slightly over 
700.
The following table reflects applications, acceptances, 
freshman enrollments, mean SAT scores and high school quintile 
rankings of the freshmen enrolled full-time in the College’s Day 
Division for the current and previous year:







Freshman enrolled 989 967
National mean
Percentage of entering freshmen in top
892 890
two high school quintiles 76.1% 75.3%
Approximately 200 students per year transfer into the College from 
other institutions subsequent to their freshmen year.
The following table shows the tuition and fees and room and 




Day undergraduate basic full-time tuition $4,150 $3,700
Evening division, per credit hour 95 85
Graduate programs, per credit hour 170 150
Average room and board 2,750 2,470
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Approximately 85 percent of the College’s undergraduate stu­
dent body received financial assistance from federal, state, Col­
lege and private sources. The majority of students eligible for 
financial aid receive an “aid package” consisting of grants, loans 
and work assistance which supplements each family’s contribu­
tion to the student’s total educational expenses.
The distribution of financial aid to undergraduate students 







Federal programs 2,260,414 2,517,536
Guaranteed student loan programs 4,990,235 5,585,557
College aid 1,874,946 1,794,245
Private assistance 650.157 638.652
Total $11,547,883 $12,439,037
FINANCIAL DATA ADJUSTED FOR INFLATION
HISTORICAL FINANCIAL DATA AS REPORTED
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING JUNE 30,
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
REVENUES:
Tuition, day undergraduate ............................... $9,282 $10,766 $12,666 $13,756 $14,081
Tuition, evening & other
part-time programs ........................................ 2,260 2,482 2,892 3,312 3,454
Tuition-Graduate programs ............................... 878 1,118 1,461 1,895 2,243
Gifts and grants ................................................... 1,847 2,333 2,120 2,791 2,292
EXPENDITURES:
Instruction ............................................................. 5,085 5,117 6,694 7,986 8,391
Other educational ................................................ 1,794 2,198 2,399 3,147 3,192
Student services & activities ............................. 933 1,044 1,193 1,272 1,323
Staff benefits ........................................................ 873 1,101 1,432 1,563 1,690
Operation & maint. Physical Plant .................. 1,458 1,661 2,134 2,360 2,456
FEES AND CHARGES:
Basic day full-time tuition .................................. 2,780 2,970 3,320 3,700 4,150
Evening division part-time tuition .................... 62 66 74 85 95
Average room and board .................................. 1,530 1,685 1,890 2,470 2,750
UNRESTRICTED ENDOWMENT BOOK
VALUE ................................................................... 5,582 6,689 7,075 7,753 8,470
HISTORICAL FINANCIAL DATA ADJUSTED 
FOR GENERAL INFLATION
(in average 1983 dollars)
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
REVENUES:
Tuition, day undergraduate ................................ $13,376 $13,693 $14,333 $14,289 14,081
Tuition, evening & other part-time
part-time programs ......................................... 3,257 3,157 3,273 3,440 3,454
Tuition-Graduate programs ................................ 1,265 1,422 1,653 1,968 2,243
Gifts and grants .................................................... 2,662 2,967 2,399 2,899 2,292
EXPENDITURES:
Instruction .............................................................. 7,328 6,508 7,575 8,295 8,391
Other educational ................................................. 2,585 2,796 2,715 3,269 3,192
Student services & activities .............................. 1,345 1,328 1,350 1,321 1,323
Staff benefits ......................................................... 1,258 1,400 1,620 1,623 1,690
Operation & maint. Physical Plant ................... 2,101 2,113 2,415 2,451 2,456
FEES AND CHARGES:
Basic day full-time tuition ................................... 4,006 3,777 3,757 3,843 4,150
Evening division part-time tuition ..................... 89 84 84 88 95
Average room and board ................................... 2,205 2,143 2,139 2,566 2,750
UNRESTRICTED ENDOWMENT BOOK
VALUE .................................................................... $8,044 $8,507 $8,006 $8,053 $8,470
AVERAGE CONSUMER PRICE INDEX (1967 =  100). 202.9 229.9 258.4 281.5 292.4
(CPI for Dec. of fiscal year)
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Declining interest rates during the period produced an op­
portunity window in the long-term bond market for the College 
to restructure some existing debt as well as finance the acquisi­
tion of computer and telephone system equipment at favorable 
interest costs. However, the lower short-term interest rates did 
result in a decline of earnings on current fund investments during 
the year from $578,223 to $429,221. Also accounting for some 
of the reduction in earnings on current fund investments was a 
delay in the processing of the state guaranteed loans during the 
fall semester which resulted in over 850 students owing tuition 
and fees of approximately $1.1 million dollars being unable to 
pay tuition and fees until late in the semester; thus reducing the 
availability of the funds for investment purposes.
The following table sets forth the components of the College’s 




Funds managed by Provident Bank'3’ $1,668,420 $1,163,399
Short term investments 349,849 196,365
Other investments 96,566 96,566
Total 2,114,836 1,456,331




Funds managed by Provident Bank(a) $2,791,884 $2,577,285
Short term investments 4,140,423 3,498,061
Real estate 110,000 110,000
Other investments 1,577,252 1,646,990
Total 8,619,559 7,832,336





(a) Market value of Provident
managed funds: $4,804,428 $3,564,447
1982-83 and 1981-82 




(expressed in thousands) 1982-83 1981-82 (decrease)
Educational and General $ $ $
Instruction—Day 
Arts and Sciences 4,573 4,450 123
Business Administration 1,089 1,049 40
Instruction—Evening 1,074 939 65
Auxiliary Campus Programs 116 259 78
Instruction—Summer 303 303 —
Instruction—Graduate Religion 248 239 (69)
Instruction—M.B.A. Program 927 747 180
Other Graduate Programs 61 1 60
Activities related to inst’l depts. 766 772 (6)
Other inst’l & educ. depts. 1,669 1,658 11
Libraries 756 717 39
Total Inst’l & Educ. Services 11,583 11,133 450
Student services 538 495 43
Student activities 127 126 1
Athletics 658 650 8
Total student services and act. 1,323 1,271 52
Total Public Affairs & Development 593 595 _ i£ !
General institutional services 378 393 (15)
General institutional expenses 799 884 (85)
Staff benefits 1,690 1,563' 127
Total general institutional 2,867 2,840 27
Operation and maintenance of 
Physical Plant 2,456 2,360 96
General administration 634 591 43
Student aid 1,875 1,794 124
Educational and General Expenditures 21,331 20,584 747
Mandatory Transfers 714 931 217
Total 22,045 21,515 530
Less: Capital items included above 437 581 (144)
Total Educational & General 21,608 20,934 674
NOTE: Totals may not add vertically due to rounding.
CHANGE IN EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
EXPENDITURES BY EXPENDITURE 
CATEGORY 
1982-83 VS. 1981-82








Supply and expense 314 5.1
Capital equipment (148) (25.4)
Student aid -
Total $747 3.7%
Earnings on restricted endowment funds were $158,334 and 
$626,494 on unrestricted endowment funds. After all income, 
expenditures and adjustments, the book value of unrestricted
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endowments increased $717,030 and restricted endowments 
increased $540,298. Total endowments at June 30, 1983 were 
$10,458,943 which was 13.7% higher than the balance at the 
end of the previous fiscal year.
1982-83 was a year of some financial concern because of the 
greater than expected decline in enrollment, however, the year 
did end on a positive note. While the rate of revenue increase 
as experienced in the several previous years was arrested by 
the enrollment decline, tuition revenues in both undergraduate 
and graduate programs, none the less, were greater than the 
previous year and overall current revenues were up by $476,000. 
As a contrast, the revenue of the previous fiscal year was $3.2 
million greater than its preceding year. Additional enhancements 
to the revenue stream were provided by the increase of $40,000 
to an annual total of $270,000 of the gift from the Brothers of 
the Christian Schools and the receipt of $124,000 more from the 
Institutional Assistance Grant than originally expected. In spite 
of the decline in revenue growth, the source from which ad­
ditional needs are usually met, the College was able to control 
the growth rate of expenditures. Educational and general expen­
ditures including mandatory transfers increased only $642,000 
as contrasted with an increase of over $3 million in the preceding 
year. Reductions in teaching assignments, largely in part-time 
personnel, resulted in an increase over the previous year in the 
cost of instruction of only $405,000 as contrasted with an in­
crease in the preceding year of approximately $1.3 million. Re­
ducing salary demands also had a correlative effect on the cost 
of staff benefits; which, while moving upward due to increased 
coverage rates and taxes, none the less also increased as a 
reduced rate. The costs of operating the physical plant were also 
held in check through program review as well as benefitting from 
reduced fuel costs and the relatively mild winter of 1982-83. 
Heat, light and water costs increased only $21,000 over the 
preceding year which represented a reduction of over $200,000 
from earlier budget projections. Other general institutional ex­
penses were similarly held in check and in fact were $85,000 
less than the preceding year. This was attributable largely to 
lowering interest rates during the period which reduced interest 
on debt, and some savings effected in insurance costs.
The College is presently in the midst of its “Campaign for the 
80’s” fund raising drive which was formally announced in May 
1980 and had as its goal for the first three-year phase to end 
in December 1983 a total of $15 million. As of June 30, 1983 
more than $13 million in contributions and pledges had been 
received from our various constituencies. Total gifts and grants 
reportable during the fiscal year were $2,820,992. Included 
within this amount were grants totaling $528,644 designated for 
restricted endowment funds and $305,029 intended for physical 
plant renovation and repair projects. Also included within the 
1982-83 gift and grant revenues were the gifts of the Brothers 
of The Christian Schools of $270,132, the United States Govern­
ment annual interest subsidy on the Olney Hall mortgage in the 
amount of $115,025, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Institu­
tional Assistance Grant of $895,134, and a Developing Institution 
Grant from the United States Government of $191,468.
Again, we acknowledge that it is only through the loyal and 
dedicated support, financial and otherwise, of the Brothers of the 
Christian Schools, the faculty and staff, and our alumni and 
friends, which enables La Salle to continue its course of develop­
ment and growth. For this support we remain grateful and dedi­
cated to cause its continuation.
Respectfully submitted
CURRENT REVENUES FISCAL YEAR 82-83 EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS'
TOTAL $29,034 100.00%  
$ IN 000'S
TOTAL $27,456 100.00%  
$ IN 000's
(a) INCLUDES CAPITAL ITEMS CONTAINED IN DEPARTMENTAL EXPENDITURES
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DAVID C. FLEMING
Vice President for Business Affairs
and Treasurer.
(a) Tuition Revenue ÷ Full-Time Tuition Charge.





































F IN A N C IA L  — continued
BALANCE
for the year ended 







Cash and short-term investments ...............................
Accounts receivable—Note 2 .......................................
Invested in N.D.S.L. Funds ..........................................
Inventories ........................................................................
Deferred charges—Note 3 ...........................................
Due from other funds ....................................................















STUDENT LOAN FUNDS—Note 4
Cash ..................................................................................
Notes receivable .............................................................







ENDOWMENT & SIMILAR FUNDS—Note 7
Cash, bonds, stocks, trusts, objects
of art and other investments ...................................






Unexpended, Retirement of Indebtedness, 
and Renewals and Replacements
Cash and investments ...............................................
Mortgage receivable
Construction in progress—Note 11 ........................








Total ......................................................................... 9,036,469.25 4,487,796.33
Investment in Plant
Building and grounds ................................................
Improvements other than buildings .......................
Apparatus, furniture & library ..................................
Total Invested in Plant .......................................












Cash and investments .................................................. 469,975.70 456,763.38
Due from employees and others ............................... 4,701.77 4,533.04
Due from other funds ................................................... 182,185.96 137,727.56
Total Agency Funds ................................................ 656,863.43 599,023.98
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other accruals—Note 5 .............................................
Deferred income—Note 6 ..................................... ......
Current commitments ....................................................
Due to other funds ........................................................
Fund balance ..................................................................
















Advanced by U.S. Government ...................................
Advanced by La Salle College ....................................






Total Student Loan Funds 5,195,769.10 5,178,520.42




Due to other funds ....................................................










Unexpended, Retirement of Indebtedness,




Retirement of indebtedness .................................
Renewals and Replacements ...............................















Bonds payable—Note 10 ..........................................
Mortgage obligations ................................................
Long term note payable ...........................................
Obligations under capital lease ...............................
Total bonds, mortgages, loans and
other obligations ...............................................
Net investment in plant ........................................
Total Investment in Plant .................................

















Supplemental retirement balance— ...........................
Note 12
Other agency funds ...................................................







S ee  A ccom panying  N otes  W hich  Are An In teg ra l Part O f T h e  F in an c ia l S ta tem en ts
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NOTES TO THE BALANCE SHEET
NOTE 1—Current Funds
In August 1982 La Salle College High School was in­
corporated as a separate and independent entity. The Current 
Fund assets, liabilities and fund balances of the High School 
have been removed from the Balance Sheet. Except for certain 
payments due as a result of the sale of excess land at the High 
School, in which the College has an interest, there will be no 
payment from the High School to the College for these assets. 
The High School has an obligation to the College for a mortgage 
loan which was paid by the College in March 1982. This is 
carried as a mortgage receivable in Plant Funds.
NOTE 2—Accounts Receivable
The June 30th balance of current fund accounts receivable 
reflects tuition to be collected for summer programs; tuition due 
from sources other than the students; Campus Store book bills 
and receivables; Food Service accounts receivable; and reim­
bursements due to the College from the Christian Brothers Com­
munity.
NOTE 3—Deferred Charges
Salaries, wages and other expenditures applicable to summer 
programs are deferred to the next fiscal year. Expenses incurred 
prior to June 30 on incomplete special activity projects are also 
deferred until the next fiscal year. The deferred charges also 
include Campus Store credits for books returned to the publisher 
for which the 1982-83 Campus Store “ cost of sales” has been 
relieved.
NOTE 4—Student Loan Funds
Student Loan Funds are comprised of $5,137,525 in National 
Direct Student Loan Funds and $58,243 in funds applicable to 
the Gulf Student Loan Program. The $5,137,525 in funds of the 
National Direct Student Loan Program are made up of 
$4,502,208 contributed by the United States Government and 
$635,441 from La Salle College. The difference between the 
Current Funds invested in Student Loan Funds and the funds 
advanced by the College results from earnings and cancellation 
of loans within loan funds and from a change in College fiscal 
policy in 1979-80 whereby College advances to the NDSL Pro­
gram are treated as “transferred to” loan funds rather than invest­
ments of Current Funds in Loand Funds.
NOTE 5—Salaries, interest and other accruals
The College offers faculty the option of receiving their contract 
salary over nine or twelve months. At June 30, 1983 there were 
accrued faculty salaries totaling $554,486 due to be paid to the 
faculty during July and August 1983.
At June 30, 1983 administrative, staff and service personnel 
had accumulated vacation benefits of approximately $326,035. 
In accordance with the Financial Accounting Standards Board 
Statement Number 43, “Accounting for Compensated 
Absences” and in order to comply with the directives of the 
College’s independent auditors, this amount has been charged 
to unrestricted current surplus and is included in this liability 
account balance. However, it is College policy that vacation 
entitlements cannot be accumulated; are not surrenderable for 
cash (except in cases of termination of employment); and, in 
most cases, non-faculty personnel are not replaced during 
periods of vacation or temporary absence.
NOTE 6—Deferred Income
Deferred income represents the tuition revenues of the sum­
mer programs recorded or collected prior to June 30, which in
accordance with the fiscal policy of the College, is accrued to 
the next fiscal year. It also includes funds received for certain 
grant and special activity projects, the cost for which have not 
yet been incurred or the projects are incomplete.
NOTE 7—Endowment Funds
Endowment and similar funds are divided into two 
groups—funds contributed and restricted to a specific use; and 
funds and earnings thereon to be used at the discretion of the 
College.
Included among the endowment funds is $4,460,304 man­
aged by the Provident National Bank. These funds are divided 
between Restricted and Unrestricted endowments as follows:
Fund____________________ Book Value Market Value
Restricted endowments $1,668,420 $1,697,607 
Unrestricted endowments 2,791,884 3,106,821
Total $4,460,304 $4,804,428
NOTE 8—Retirement of Indebtedness, Renewal and 
Replacement Funds
Under a Housing, Dining, College Union System Bond Inden­
ture, between the College and the United States Government, 
the College is obliged to accumulate and maintain a Retirement 
of Indebtedness Fund composed of a “ Bond and Interest” and 
“ Repairs and Replacement” sinking fund in a total amount of 
$665,000. This was accomplished during the 1969-70 fiscal year 
and no additional payments to the principal of these funds are 
required. The earnings for the 1982-83 fiscal year on these funds 
were $82,357.
The 1983 La Salle College Revenue Bonds issued by the 
Pennsylvania Higher Educational Facilities Authority on behalf of 
the College and the Capital Lease Payable between the College 
and the Authority requires a "Debt Service Reserve” fund be 
established in the amount of $540,000. This was accomplished 
in June 1983 from a portion of the proceeds of the bond issue.
The College Housing Program mortgage loan between the 
College and the Department of Education requires the establish­
ment of a “ Debt Service Reserve” and a "Repair and Replace­
ment Reserve” account. At June 30, 1983 the College had 
contributed the required annual amount of $70,222 to these 
accounts.
NOTE 9—Plant Funds
Reference Note 1 regarding the separate incorporation of the 
High School. In the same manner as with Current Funds, the 
assets, liabilities and net investment in plant balances applicable 
to the High School have been removed from the Plant Funds. 
At June 30, 1983 the College had a Mortgage Loan Receivable 
from the High School in the amount of $430,752. This receivable 
resulted from a balance due on a mortgage loan for the High 
School with the Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company 
which was retired by the College. The High School will repay 
the College a portion of this loan over the next several years with 
the remaining balance due upon the sale of certain property at 
the High School.
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Housing and Urban Development
1955 1995 2 ¾  % $ 500,000 $ 133,000
1958 1993 2¾  % 1,109,000 789,000
1961 2001 3½ % 500,000 316,000
1965 2005 3% 1,100,000 805.000
Total Revenue Bonds Payable $2,043,000
Mortgage Obligations
Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company
1958 1985 13¼ % $2,000,000 $ 175,814
1972 1997 9¼ %(a) 3,000,000 2,400,956
1972 1997 8¾ % 3,000,000 2,440,479
Beneficial Savings Fund
1979  1994  9 3/4% 250,000 216,630
The First Pennsylvania Bank
1980  1986  Prime + 1/2 % 600,000 364,286
U.S. Department of Education





Pennsylvania Hiqher Educational Facilities Authority
1983 1994 9 ¼ % (avg) $4 ,830 ,000(c) $ 4,830,000
Total Capital Lease Payable $ 4,830,000
Total bonds, mortgages and capital 
lease payable $17,187,165
(a) As an assist in the financing of Olney Hall, the United 
States Government through the Department of Education has
granted the College an “ interest subsidy” applicable to the North­
western Mutual Life Insurance Company mortgage loan. The 
subsidy covers the spread between 3% and 9¼% on the annual 
debt service of 85% of the total eligible cost of Olney Hall, or 
a constant annual grant of $115,025 for a period of twenty-five 
years.
(b) The United States Department of Education has provided 
a College Housing Loan Program mortgage loan in the amount 
of $4,716,000 towards the financing of a dormitory/dining hall.
(c) 1983 College Revenue Bonds issued by the Pennsylvania 
Higher Educational Facilities Authority. The College is obligated 
to the Authority in the form of a “Capital Lease” providing for 
annual lease payments equal to the amount of the debt service 
on the revenue bonds. Coupons on the bonds range from 5¾ % 
to 9½ %, depending on maturity, with an average coupon rate
of 9¼%.
NOTE 11—Construction in process
The College has under construction a dormitory/dining hall 
facility. The construction contract, architectural service contract, 
moveable equipment and other costs are projected to be approx­
imately $6,753,800. At June 30, 1983, payments had been made 
totaling $5,597,450. The College has on hand in Unexpended 
Plant funds sufficient funds to complete the project.
NOTE 12—Prior Service Retirement Funds
In addition to the regular College Retirement Plan, the College 
has established and maintains a College total contributory, prior 
service retirement plan which is managed through the Teachers 
Insurance and Annuity Association. This plan provides sup­
plemental retirement income for a closed group of employees 
who had eligible service prior to the implementation of the current 
regular retirement program. See FORM 3 for the fiscal activity 
in this fund during the fiscal year.
FIVE YEAR TRENDS:
(I) REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUES IN DOLLARS
1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES-DOLLARS





EVENING & PART-TIME 
UNDERGRADUATE
DAY PROGRAMS
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO 
ACADEMIC DEPTS.







OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
OF PHYSICAL PLANT 
STUDENT AID
STAFF BENEFITS
GENERAL INSTITUTION AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
STUDENT SERVICES AND 
ACTIVITIES






F IN A N C IA L  — continued
STATEMENT OF CURRENT FUNDS REVENUES, EXPENDITURES,
AND OTHER CHANGES
for the year ended June 30, 1983 
with comparative figures for the year ended June 30, 1982
CURRENT REVENUES:
Tuition and fees .....................................................
Federal grants and contracts ...............................
State and local grants and contracts ..................
Private, gifts, grants and contracts ......................
Sales and Services of Educational Activities ......
Administrative and other revenues ......................
Total Educational and General Revenues .......
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises ....... .
Total Current Revenues ....................................
EXPENDITURES AND MANDATORY TRANSFERS:
Educational and General:
Instruction ...........................................................
Activities related to educational activities ......
Other instruction and educational services ....
Libraries .............................................................
Student services and activties .........................
Public Affairs and development ......................
General institutional expenses .........................
Staff benefits .....................................................
General administration .....................................
Operation and maintenance of physical plant 
Student Aid ........................................................
Mandatory Transfers for:
Principal on non-auxiliary debt .......................
Restricted endowment funds ...........................
Loan fund matching grants .............................
Debt Service Reserve .......................................
Prior service (supplemental) retirement funds 




Principal on dept ..........................................
Renewals and replacements ........................
Total Auxiliary Enterprises .......................
Total Expenditures and
Mandatory Transfers .........................
Less: Capital items included above ........
Net Total Expenditures and
Mandatory Transfers .........................










































































OTHER TRANSFERS AND ADDITIONS/(DEDUCTIONS)
Adjustments of prior periods ............................................
Prior period charge to establish 
liability for compensated absences
per F.A.S.B. Rule #43 .................................................
Transferred from other funds
Endowment funds applied for
designated purpose ....................................................
Miscellaneous ..................................................................
Transferred to other funds:
Land, buildings and improvements ..................................
Apparatus, furniture, library books ...................................
Unrestricted Endowment Funds ........................................
Total Other Transfers and Additions/(Deductions) .. 
Net lncrease/(Decrease) Current Funds Balance ....
1982-83



















(a) Restated to show gifts to Restricted Endowment Funds as a revenue in the Restricted Endowment Fund rather 
than as a Current Fund revenue and subsequent transfer to Restricted Endowment Funds.
FIVE YEAR TRENDS:
(I) REVENUES AND EXPENDITURES OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUE-PERCENT TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES-PERCENT
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AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
ADMINISTRATIVE & OTHER 
GIFTS & GRANTS
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
EVENING & PART-TIME 
UNDERGRADUATE
DAY PROGRAMS
ACTIVITIES RELATED TO 
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES 
STUDENT AID
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
OF PHYSICAL PLANT 
STAFF BENEFITS 
GENERAL INSTITUTION AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
STUDENT SERVICES AND 
ACTIVITIES
OTHER EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
INSTRUCTION
MANDATORY TRANSFERS
1978-79 1979-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83
F I N A N C I A L  — c o n tin u e d
STATEMENT OF CHANGE IN FUND BALANCES
for the year ended June 30, 1983
REVENUES AND OTHER ADDITIONS:
Current operating revenues ............................................
Earning on other than current fund investments .......
Gifts and grants to other than current funds ..............
Interest collected ................................................................
Reimbursement for NDSL principal cancelled ............
Adjustments for prior periods ........................................
Total revenues and additions ..................................
EXPENDITURES AND OTHER DEDUCTIONS:
Current operating expenditures
(net of capital items) ....................................................
Prior period charge to established liability for
compensated absences per FASB RULE #43 .......
Transferred to individual retirement annuities ...........
Reduction of high school mortgage balance .............
Loan principal cancelled .................................................
Loan collection and administrative costs ....................
Total expenditures and other deductions ............
TRANSFERS AMONG FUNDS—Additions/(Deductions)
Mandatory:
Bond, mortgate & capital lease principal ...............
Prior service retirement plan .....................................
Loan fund matching contributions ............................
Retirement of indebtedness reserve ........................
Unrestricted gifts allocated .............................................
Expended for plant facilities ..........................................
Unrestricted endowment earnings allocated ...............
Restricted endowment funds applied ..........................
Intra fund additions/(reductions) and adjustments ....
Total transfers, additions and (deductions) .......
Net increase/(decrease) for the year ............................
Fund balance at beginning of year ...............................



















































EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES OF THE LAST FIVE YEARS
TOTAL CURRENT EXPENDITURES 
CHANGE FROM PRECEDING YEAR
TOTAL CURRENT REVENUES 
CHANGE FROM PRECEDING YEAR 1982-83
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AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES
GENERAL INSTITUTION AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE
STUDENT SERVICES AND 
ACTIVITIES 
INSTRUCTION
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
OF HE PHYSICAL PLANT 
OTHER EDUCATIONAL AND 
GENERAL 
STAFF BENEFITS 
STUDENT FINANCIAL AID 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND 
DEVELOPMENT 
MANDATORY TRANSFERS
















OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 
OF THE PHYSICAL PLANT
STUDENT SERVICES AND 
ACTIVITIES
OTHER EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS AND DEVELOPMENT
STAFF BENEFITS 





Renewal and Retirement of Investment in Retirement Agency
Unexpended Replacement Indebtedness Plant Funds Funds





256,034.70 42,627.05 39,728.67 — 30,453.77 —
285,000.00
45,388.29
- - - 109,509.42
-
330,388.29 - - - 109,509.42 -
448,542.53
“ - 102,000.00 -
- - 69,843.00 - _ _





519,571.79 180,474.91 359,525.09 (1,043,700.18)
-
34,895.10
869,571.79 180,474.91 429,368.09 448,252.34 1,020.00 34,895.10
795,218.20 223,101.96 469,096.76 448,252.34 22,944.35 34,895.10
2,114,242.90 250,006.89 468,802.54 23,017,796.34 410,021.43 189,002.55
2,909,461.10 473,108.85 937,899.30 23,466,048.68 432,965.78 223,897.65
Brother Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D., President 
La Salle College in the City of Philadelphia 
20th Street and Olney Avenue 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19141
We have made an examination of the balance sheet of La Salle College in the City of 
Philadelphia as of June 30, 1983 and the related statements of changes in fund balances 
and current fund revenues, expenditures and other changes for the year then ended. Our 
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and 
accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing 
procedures as we considered applicable in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the aforementioned financial statements present fairly the financial position 
of La Salle College in the City of Philadelphia at June 30, 1983, and the changes in fund 
balances and the current fund revenues, expenditures and other charges for the year then 
ended, in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis 
consistent with that of the preceding year.
August 20, 1983
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CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
SHORIAK & KlELY 
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
ONE WYNNEWOOD ROAD 
WYNNEWOOD, PA. 19096
HIGHLIGHTS
All gifts and grants reported below involve contributions received 
between July 1, 1982 and June 30, 1983. Multi-year pledges and 
commitments will be reported in subsequent Annual Reports as pay­
ments are received. Every effort has been made to assure the ac­
curacy of the donor list. Occasionally a donor’s name is inadvertently 
misspelled or omitted. If by chance an error has been made, please 
accept our sincere apology and notify us of the mistake.
ANNUAL FUND
General Alumni .........................................................................  $356,000
Faculty and Staff .......................................................................  40,180
Friends ......................................................................................... 129,446
Business Matching Gifts .........................................................  39,667
Foundation for Independent Colleges
of Pennsylvania, Inc............................................................  35,638
Students ......................................................................................  175
...........................................................  $601,106
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS’ COMMUNITIES ......................................................  $270,132
COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
Institutional Assistance Grant ................................................. $895,134
Act 101 Program ...................................................................... 63,997





CAMPAIGN FOR THE 80's 1982-83
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
National Endowment for the Humanities,
Challenge Grant Program .................................................. $150,000
Department of Education, Interest Subsidy .....................  115,025
Department of Education, Fund for the
Improvement of Post Secondary Education ...............  46,133
Small Business Administration, Small
Business Development Center Program ......................  45,100
Department of Labor, Summer Youth Employ­
ment and Training Program .............................................  40,000
Department of Education, Office of Bilingual 
Education and Minority Languages Affairs
(Title 7) .................................................................................... 39,006
Department of Education, Title III (Special
Needs) Program ...................................................................  25,000
National Endowment for the Arts,
Catalogue Program .............................................................  8,000
Institute of Museum Services ...............................................  6,200
National Endowment for the Humanities,
Summer Seminar .................................................................  2,500
Department of Education, College Library
Resources Program ............................................................  840
Department of Education, Supplemental Funds
for Cooperative Education ................................................  549
...........................................................  $478,353
FOUNDATIONS AND CORPORATIONS
Pew Memorial Trust .................................................................  $250,000
William Penn Foundation ........................................................ 152,332
W.W. Smith Charitable Trust ................................................  45,000
W.K. Kellogg Foundation ........................................................ 27,343
United States Steel Foundation ............................................ 25,000
William J. Dornan Company (equipment) ......................... 23,464
The William J. McCahan, III Fund (The
Philadelphia Foundation) ...................................................  18,000
RCA ..............................................................................................  15,750
Charlotte W. Newcombe Foundation .................................  12,500
FP Trust ......................................................................................  10,500
Milton Ginsburg Federation Foundation Fund ................. 10,000
Samuel P. Mandell Foundation ............................................ 10,000
Bethlehem Steel Corporation ................................................  6,000
Merck Company Foundation ................................................  5,750
Chessie System Railroads .....................................................  5,000
Continental Bank ....................................................................... 5,000
General Electric Foundation .................................................. 5,000
Industrial Valley Bank and Trust Company .....................  5,000
Montgomery, McCracken, Walker and Rhoads ................  5,000
Provident National Bank ......................................................... 5,000
John Charles and Kathryn S. Redmond
Foundation ............................................................................. 5,000
Sun Company ...........................................................................  5.000
Tri-State Dairy-Deli Association ............................................ 5,000
PNB Charitable Trust ..............................................................  4,500
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Sears-Roebuck Foundation ................................................... 4,400
E.l. DuPont deNemours and Company ............................  4,000
Grace Foundation, Incorporated .........................................   4,000
Winchester Foundation ...........................................................  4,000
Philadelphia Electric Company .............................................  3,050
Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback
Foundation .............................................................................  3,000
John McShain Charities, Incorporated ............................... 3,000
PSFS ............................................................................................  2,600
La Salle College Guild ...........................................................  2,500
Wagner Free Institute of Science ........................................  2,500
Philadelphia Foundation ......................................................... 2,000
George W. Rentschler Foundation ...................................... 2,000
Rohm and Haas Company ....................................................  2,000
John J. Manley, Incorporated ..............................................  1,500
Philadelphia Food Trades Organization ............................  1,500
Young Windows, Incorporated .............................................  1,400
Touche-Ross and Company .................................................. 1,200
Houghton-Carpenter Foundation .........................................  1,000
La Salle College Alumni Association .................................  1,000
La Salle College Associates .................................................. 1,000
The Oil Trade Association of Philadelphia ......................  1,000
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell Foundation ...................................  1,000
Proctor and Gamble Fund ....................................................  1,000
Jewish Chatauqua Society .....................................................  875
Carpenter Technology Corporation
Foundation ............................................................................. 800
La Salle College Education A lumni/ae
Association .............................................................................  500
Philadelphia Society of Radiologic
Technologists ........................................................................  200
Marian and Irwin D. Pincus Fund ...................................... 200
American Institute for Italian Culture ..................................  100
Roman Catholic High School Alumni
Association .............................................................................  100
Union Paving Company ..........................................................   50
...........................................................  $714,614
GIFTS OF ART ............................................................................................................ $113,066
INDIVIDUALS
John McShain, D.S.C................................................................. $103,000
Charles MacDonald Grace ....................................................  10,031
William S. Lewis .......................................................................  9,379
Henry G. DeVincent, M .D......................................................... 5,800
Joseph G. Markmann .............................................................. 5,305
Richard L. Duszak ...................................................................  5,200
Joseph McEwen ........................................................................  4,859
John Henry Veen ...................................................................... 4,000
Leon J. Perelman ..................................................................... 3,100
John F. Magosin, J r...................................................................  3,000
G. Harold Metz, Ph.D................................................................. 3,000
Honorable James J. Binns, J .D ...............................   2,500
Daniel J. Campbell, J r...............................................................  2,000
Ralph E. Gilmore ...................................................................... 2,000
Roland Holroyd, Ph.D................................................................ 2,000
Robert J. Kane .........................................................................  2,000
James M. McCaffrey ................................................................ 2,000
Joseph D. McMenamin, D .0 ................................................... 2,000
William J. Parkes, J r...................................................................  2,000
Anthony M. Waltrich, S r............................................................  2,000
Henry F. Eberhardt ..................................................................  1,650
Joseph A. Gallagher ................................................................ 1,600
Lawrence L. Maguire ............................................................... 1,600
John H. McKay .........................................................................  1,500
Joseph Panchella ......................................................................  1,400
J. Russell Cullen, Sr...................................................................  1,250
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Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Draganosky ................................ 1,200
Dr. and Mrs. E. Russell Naughton ...................................... 1,200
John J. Gallagher, Esq..............................................................  1,150
Charles A.J. Halpin, Jr., Esq..................................................  1,115
Nicholas A. Giordano .............................................................  1,100
John F. Graham ....................................................................... 1,093
Reverend Thomas J. Donaghy, Ph.D...................................  1,050
Louis J. Casale, M .D.................................................................. 1,025
Richard P. Boudreau, Ph.D..................................................... 1,025
William J. Leimkuhler .............................................................  1,025
Ernest L. Whalon ...................................................................... 1,025
John A. Clement, Jr., Esq........................................................  1,010
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Munroe ..........................................  1,008
Francis J. Braceland, M .D.......................................................  1,000
Horace G. Butler, M .D..............................................................  1,000
William J. Clearkin ...................................................................  1,000
Dr. and Mrs. John M. Connolly ..........................................  1,000
Albert J. Crawford, Jr., Esq..................................................... 1,000
Francis J. Dunleavy .................................................................  1,000
Dr. and Mrs. James E. Dynan ............................................. 1,000
John P. Garrison ...................................................................... 1,000
Thomas J. Gola ........................................................................  1,000
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hample :.................................................. 1,000
Elmer F. Hansen ....................................................................... 1,000
Terence K. Heaney, Esq........................................................... 1,000
William J. Henrich, Jr., Esq..................................................... 1,000
Peter A. Horty ...........................................................................  1,000
Gregory LeCerff ........................................................................  1,000
Margaret M. Lennon ................................................................ 1,000
Joseph E. Luecke ....................................................................  1,000
Martin F. Malarkey, Esq............................................................  1,000
William J. Markmann, M .D.......................................................  1,000
Maribel W. Molyneaux ............................................................  1,000
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald P. Nugent, J r....................................... 1,000
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Nat Pincus .............................................  1,000
Joseph Schmitz, J r.....................................................................  1,000
Henry J. Schneider, Ph.D........................................................  1,000
Frank Stanton ............................................................................. 1,000
...........................................................  $223,200
PARENTS ...................................................................................................................... $ 12,407
Several of the contributions listed above are duplicated in more than one category 
(e.g., an individual contribution in excess of $1,000 that is also included in the General 
Alumni total, or a Corporate contribution that is also included in Business Matching Gifts). 
The unduplicated total of gifts and grants listed in this report for 1982-83 is $3,126,610.
DEVELOPMENT — continued
THE DE LA SALLE SOCIETY
The DE LA SALLE SOCIETY is comprised of alumni/ae, fac- 
ulty/staff, and friends of La Salle College who made gifts of 
$5,000 or more to the CAMPAIGN FOR THE 80’S in 1982-83. 
The Society derives its name from St. John Baptist De La 
Salle (1651-1719), the founder of the Christian Brothers and 
the Patron of the College.
Dr. Alvin O. Beliak 
Benjamin D. Bernstein 
Henry G. DeVincent, M.D. 
Richard L. Duszak 
Charles MacDonald Grace 
James Guo
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. LeHane 
William S. Lewis
Joseph G. Markmann 
Frank C.P. McGlinn 
William F. McGonigal 
John McShain, D.S.C.
William F. Reighley
Dr. and Mrs. William K. Sherwin
Mrs. Rose Yasinow
THE PRESIDENT’S CLUB
The PRESIDENT’S CLUB is made up of alumni/ae, faculty/ 
staff, and friends of La Salle College who contributed $1,000 
or more, but less than $5,000, to the CAMPAIGN FOR THE 
80’S in 1982-83. Brother Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D., L.H.D., 
is the current President of La Salle College.
Honorable James J. Binns, J.D. 
Richard P. Boudreau, Ph.D.
Francis J. Braceland, M.D.
Horace G. Butler, M.D.
Daniel J. Campbell, Jr.
Louis J. Casale, M.D.
William D. Clearkin 
John A. Clement, Jr., Esq.
Dr. and Mrs. John M. Connolly 
Albert J. Crawford, Jr., Esq.
J. Russell Cullen, Sr.
Reverend Thomas J. Donaghy, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene A. Draganosky
Francis J. Dunleavy
Dr. and Mrs. James E. Dynan
Henry F. Eberhardt
John J. Gallagher, Esq.
Joseph A. Gallagher 
John P. Garrison 
Ralph E. Gilmore 
Nicholas A. Giordano
Thomas J. Gola 
John F. Graham 
Charles A.J. Halpin, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hample 
Elmer F. Hansen 
Terence K. Heaney, Esq. 
William J. Henrich, Jr., Esq. 
Roland Holroyd, Ph.D.
Peter A. Horty 
Robert J. Kane 
C. William Kieser 
Gregory LeCerff 
William J. Leimkuhler 
Margaret M. Lennon 
Joseph E. Luecke 
John F. Magosin, Jr. 
Lawrence L. Maguire 
Martin F. Malarkey, Esq. 
Alexis C. Manice 
William J. Markmann, M.D. 
James M. McCaffrey
Joseph McEwen 
John H. McKay 
Joseph D. McMenamin, D.O.
G. Harold Metz, Ph.D.
Maribel W. Molyneaux
Mrs. Herbert C. Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Martin J. Munroe
Dr. and Mrs. E. Russell Naughton
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald P. Nugent, Jr.
Joseph Panchella
William J. Parkes, Jr.
Leon J. Perelman 
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Nat Pincus 
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Rieff 
Joseph Schmitz, Jr.
Henry J. Schneider, Ph.D.
Frank Stanton 
John Henry Veen 




The FOUNDER’S CIRCLE is comprised of alumni/ae, fac- 
ulty/staff, and friends of La Salle College who made gifts of 
$500 or more, but less than $1,000, to the CAMPAIGN FOR 
THE 80’S in 1982-83. Brother Teliow, F.S.C., was the founding 
President of La Salle College in 1863.
Francis Au, M.D.
John B. Beal 
Carl L. Bowden 
Roger G. Bucs, M.D.
Mrs. Maurice A. Clifford 
Norman H. Coopersmith, M.D 
James R. Corbett 
Anthony J. Cutrona 
Joseph A. Damato 
Joseph Daulerio, Jr.
Richard A. Desipio 
J. Hugh Devlin 
John P. Farrell 
Joseph A. Fick, Jr.
John F. Flannery 
Joseph F. Flubacher, Ed.D. 
Thomas M. Foy 
Bernard Freitag 
John J. French 
Anthony R. Giorgio, M.D. 
Thomas J. Gorman 
Mark Guttmann, Ph.D.
John W. Harran 
John Helwig, Jr., M.D.
Frederick J. Hirsekorn
Richard Wayne Ireland
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur G. Jarvis, Jr.
Felix M. Kadel
Walter J. Kaiser
Thomas Joseph Kean, Jr.
John H. Kennedy 
James J. Kenyon 
Vincent J. Kiernan 
William Kitt
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Kline 
John J. Lombard, Jr., Esq. 
Thomas J. Mahoney 
Peter V. Marks, Sr.
John L. McCloskey 
Maria Theresa McCormick. Ph.D. 
Joseph R. McDonald, Esq. 
Lawrence D. McDonald 
John William McMenamin 
Theodore H. Mecke, Jr.
Jacques J. Moore 
James V. Mulvihill 
Joseph C. Murphy 
Francis Richard O ’Hara, Esq.
John P. Penders, Esq.










Warren E. Smith, M.D.
Charles E. Stahlecker 
Edward J. Stemmier, M.D. 
Bernard F. Thompson 
Thomas F. Toomey, Jr., M.D. 
Vito A. Valecce, M.D.
William J. Wallace 
Martin E. Washofsky 
Lawrence White 
Thomas F. White 
Ronald J. Young 
John D. Zook
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Ugo Donini Club
UGO DONINI CLUB. Professor Ugo Donini (1901-1980) 
endeared himself to several generations of La Salle students 
through his thirty-two years of service as a teacher in the 
History Department, The Ugo Donini Club includes alum- 
ni/ae, faculty/staff, and friends of La Salle College who con­
tributed $250 or more, but less than $500, to the CAMPAIGN 
FOR THE 80’S in 1982-83.
William Aberblatt 
E. Douglas Adams 
Michael G. Armstrong 
Edward Bernstein 
James E. Biechler, Ph.D.
William J. Binkowski 
Walter G. Boehm 
Joseph G. Boland 
Thomas Joseph Boyce 
James M. Boyer 
William G. Brennan 
W. Richard Bukata, M.D.
Richard A. Campion 
James J. Canavan, Jr.
Nicholas Cavarocchi
Dr. A. J. Chalastri
Casimir S. Ciesla, Dr. Rer. Pol.
Dewey P. Clark
Henry P. Close, M.D.
John L. Connell
James J. Connelly
Dr. and Mrs. Antonio Coppola
James A. Covello
J. Russell Cullen, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Michael I. Cummings 
Charles Stephen Curran 
Robert C. Curtis 
J. Sandor Cziraky, Ph.D.
J. Thomas Danzi, M.D.
Thomas S. Deeney 
Michael J. Dempsey 
Nicholas J. Desanctis 
Edward S. Devlin 
John E. Dewald, Esq.
Thomas B. DiPaolo 
Gloria F. Donnelly 
Dennis M. Dougherty 
Jeremias T. Dubyk, M.D.
Joseph J. Eberle 
Peter E. Farrell, M.D.
Samuel J. Farruggio, Esq.
Paul S. Felix, D.D.S.
Edward J. Fierko 
Philip J. Fisher 
David C. Fleming, Jr.
Joseph W. Foley 
William D. Fulgham 
William A. Garrigle, Esq.
Mrs. Nicola Gaudio 
John F. Gee 
John J. Gibbons 
James I. Gillespie
Gerald Patrick Ginley, Esq.
Canzio E. Giuliucci, M.D.
Michael F. Golden, M.D.
Morton Goren, P.E.
Leonard J. Graziani, M.D.
Frank W. Gregg, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis J. Gringeri 
Henry G. Gruber
Mr. and Mrs. Charles O. Grunewald 
John C. Gyza 
Joseph Lawrence Hanley 
Howard Leon Hannum, Ph.D. 
Thomas B. Harper, III, Esq.
William Henhoeffer 
Richard P. Himmer 
Robert A. Hirsh, M.D.
J.B. Howe
William C. Howrie, Jr., M.D.
Joseph R. Huck 
Andrew F. Jannett, M.D.
Francis W. Judge 
Jack M. Keen 
James M. Kelly 
Robert E. Kennedy 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Kephart, Sr. 
James M. Knepp 
Joseph T. Koff 
John W. Kohl, Esq.
Charles M. Lodovico 
Thomas J. Lynch 
James M. Mack 
John J. Mangan 
Joseph D. Martin 
Thomas N. McCarthy, Ph.D.
John R. McCloskey, M.D.
William J. McCormick, Jr.
William Charles McCoy 
Laurence C. McGinn 
Mary T. McGlynn 
Daniel E. McGonigle 
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald A. McHugh 
Marylou K. McHugh 
Paul W. Mcllvaine, M.D.
John W. McKeever 
Edward J. McKernan 
Stephen J. McLoughlin 
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McNally 
Charles McShane 
James G. McSherry 
Lawrence Joseph Mellon, Jr., M.D. 
Vincent Mianulli 
Barbara C. Millard, Ph.D.
Charles J. Moloney, M.D.
David W. Morgan 
Paul M. Moser




Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols
Frank J. Noonan
William John O ’Donnell
Thomas J. O ’Malley, Sr.
James D. Owens 
Joseph E. Pappano, Jr., M.D. 
Thomas R. Phillips 
Bernard F. Rafferty 
Thomas J. Reilley, Esq.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph H. Roach
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Rocco
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph V. Rowe, Jr.
Bernard R. Roy
Joseph A. Saioni
Anthony C. Santopolo, M.D.
Maurice B. Schepers, S.T.D.
Kathleen E. Schrader
Jerome M. Shaheen





Mr. and Mrs. Fred Speaker











Timothy E. Urbanski, M.D.
Raymond T. Vasoli
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Vilece





Dr. Albert D Zeitzer
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Century Club
THE CENTURY CLUB is made up of those alumni/ae, fac- 
ulty/staff, and friends of La Salle College who contributed 
$100 or more, but less than $250, to the CAMPAIGN FOR 
THE 80’S in 1982-83.
James Herbert Abele 
Seymour Adelman 
Robert D. Aitken 
Daniel J. Allan, Esq.
Gilbert J. Allison 





Robert P. Argentine, Jr., M.D.
John Michael Arleth
Joseph Y. Ashman, Jr.
Robert J. Atkinson 
Augustine Chi-Kuen Au, D.D.S. 
Edward J. Bader 





Antonio P. Battaglia, M.D.
James Saar Bauer
George W. Beacher, Jr., M.D.
David E. Beavers, Esq.
John W. Beacher, Jr., D.O. 
Rudolph H. Beckert, M.D.
Philip Arnold Belancio 
Paul Bellanca, D.D.S.
Norbert Belzer, Ph.D.
George Henry Benz, M.D.
Lt. Col. Joseph B. Berger, Jr. 
William C. Bergmann 
Joseph P. Bernert 
Frederick J. Bernhardt 
Ottavio Francis Biondi, Esq. 
Charles B. Birarelli 
Petrina Bisicchia 
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Black 
John J. Blanch, M.D.
Leon S. Blash 
Hon. Genevieve Blatt 
John F. Blee 
Frederick W. Blinn, Jr.
Harold J. Bliss, Jr.
Ralph F. Boccella, D.D.S. 
Thomas A. Bochinski 
Thomas P. Bones 
Robert L. Bork 
Charles A. Bosch 
Peter R. Bossow 
George E. Botto 
Gerald L. Bowen, Esq.
Joseph John Boyer 
Leo A. Boyle, III 
Francis E. Bradley 
William D. Bradshaw 
Thomas A. Brady, Jr.
Charles D. Branch, Jr.
Rev. Robert H. Breen 
Bernard A. Breslin 
John Bresnan 
Thomas Michael Brino 
Joseph V. Brogan 
Thomas C. Brogan 
George J. Brookes 
Mr. and Mrs. Alex S. Brooks
Leonard A. Brownstein, Ph.D.
P. Dennis Brunn, Ph.D.
Vincent J. Bruno 
Joseph R. Buckley 
Matthew I. Bucko, M.D.
Martin J. Bukowski, M.D. 
Theodore J. Bukowski 
Hank Bullwinkel 
Thomas F. Bur






James A. Butler, Ph.D.
John F. Butler 
Harold Bythrow 
Robert A. Caffrey 
James P. Cain, M.D.
John J. Callan 
Victor F. Cantarella 
Albert A. Cantello 
Louis P. Canuso 
Raymond C. Carden 
Frederick L. Cardinali 
Joseph N. Cardo 
Robert J. Carey 
Justin M. Carisio, Jr.
Hugh J. Carney 
Thomas Joseph Carney, Jr. 
Francis J. Carr, Jr.
Gilbert C. Carroll, M.D.
James M. Carroll 
Robert F. Carroll
Mr. and Mrs. Golburne G. Carter 
Rudolph H. Cartier, Jr., Esq. 
Anthony D. Caruso 
James F. Casey, Jr.
Karl Cassel
Carl G. Castellano 
Joseph B. Catarious, Jr.
James Thomas Celia 
Robert F. Cerino
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund E. Cetrullo 
William T. Chain, Jr., M.D.
William F. Chapman, Jr.
Robert J. Chesco 
Barbara A. Chimel 
Alfred F. Cini 
Joseph F. Clarke, M.D.
John P. Clifford 
Joseph H. Cloran 
Henry P. Close, Jr.
Thomas M. Coffee, Ph.D.
Joseph A. Coffey, Jr., Esq. 
Francis X. Conaty 
Harry J. Connolly, Jr. Esq.
Leo E. Connor, Ph.D.
George N. Constantino, M.D. 
Joseph P. Coogan 
Vincent E. Cooke 
Charles V. Cosgrove 
Robert F. Costello 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank J. Cotton 
John M. Coulson 
Richard P. Coulson 
Robert J. Courtney, Ph.D.
James Michael Coyle 
Michael C. Coyle 
Stephen C. Coyle 
John J. Coyne 
Thomas Joseph Coyne 
Terry Crawford 
John Barry Cregan 
Dennis W. Cronin, M.D.
Gerald A. Cropp 
Lawrence T. Crossan 
Robert Charles Crosson, Jr. 
Gerard M. Cullen
John C. Cunningham 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Cure 
Thomas A. Curley 
Lawrence F. Curran 
Clifton B. Currin 
Chester T. Cyzio, Esq.
E.A. Czerniakowski, D.D.S. 
James A. Dalton 
John M. Daly, M.D.
John Damato 
Robert Paul Davine 
Edward Davis, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Ira S. Davis 
Rev. Charles J. Day 
Joseph A. DeAngelis 
Andrew J. Decker 
Eugene M. DeLaurentis 
Matthew L. Dellarco 
Joseph A. DeLuca 
Anthony A. Demitras 
Claude Demitras, F.S.C., Ph.D. 
John J. Dennehy, M.D.
Gerald A. Desmond 
Edwin Joseph Detrick 
James F. Dever 
Francis C. Devine 
Daniel J. Devlin 
James M. Diasio 
Joseph A. Dieterle, D.O. 
William E. Dietrich, Jr.
Oscar P. Digiacomo, M.D. 
Joseph W. Dilascio 
Donald C. Dill
Domenico A. DiMarco, D.Litt. 
John F. Dinger, Esq.
Richard J. DiPasquale 
Anthony A. DiPrimio 




During the past fiscal year, a number of individuals have generously 
contributed works of art to the La Salle College Art Gallery. These contribu­
tions have served to enrich the educational and cultural resources which the 
Art Gallery provides for the general public, the College’s students, faculty, 
alumni and friends, and neighborhood residents in communities proximate 
to La Salle. The total value of Gifts of Art contributed during 1982-83 is 
estimated at $113,066. The Gallery is, indeed, especially grateful to its many 
friends and benefactors including:
Dr. Alvin O . Beliak 
Benjamin D. Bernstein 
C. William Kieser 
Alexis C. Manice 
Frank C.P. McGlinn 
Mrs. Herbert C. Morris
William F. Reighley
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Rieff
Dr. and Mrs. William K. Sherwin
Violet Oakley Memorial Foundation
Mrs. Rose Yasinow
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Thomas W. Domalesky 
Edward J. Domineske, Jr. 
Francis X. Donohoe 
Francis M. Donahue, Ph.D. 
John P. Dondero, F.S.C., Ph.D. 
Francis X. Donohoe 
Patrick E. Dooley 
William P. Doring, Jr.
Dennis Dougherty 
Marcus P. Dougherty 
Michael F. Dougherty, Esq. 
Thomas J. Dougherty 
Flon. Joseph T. Doyle 
Michael N. Dubroff, D.O.






Dr. and Mrs. Paul G. Ecker
David P. Efroymson, Ph.D.
Sylvan H. Eisman, D.O.
Anthony F. Esposito







David J. Falcone, Ph.D.
John M. Falker, M.D.
James C. Fallon 
John J. Fallon 
Robert T. Fallon, Ph.D.
Joseph P. Fanelli 
Lawrence M. Farnese 
Samuel J. Farruggio, Jr., Esq. 
Warren W. Faulk, Esq.
Joseph James Fayer
Edwin J. Feeny, Jr.
Bernard M. Feldman, M.D. 
Gregory J. Feldmeier, M.D. 
Samuel V. Filippine, Jr.
James W. Finegan 
Stephen John Finley 
Julius E. Fioravanti, Esq.
Eugene J. Fitzgerald 
Albert J. Flacco, M.D.







Fred J. Foley, Jr., Ph.D.
David Laurence Forde, M.D. 
Joseph H. Foster, Esq.
Francis T. Foti 
Stanley W. Fox 
Bernard S. Frank, M.A.H.L. 
Everett Frank, Jr.
L. Matthew Frank, M.D.
Ludwig M. Frank, M.D.
Robert J. Frank 
Harris Freeman
Mr. and Mrs. Nevin A. Fritzinger 
Gregory F. Froio, M.D.
John C. Fusco 




Donald J. Gallagher, C.P.A.
Dr. John R. Gallagher 
Thomas R. Gallagher 
John R. Galloway, Esq.
Joseph L. Gardner, Jr.
Louis J. Gartz, Jr.
William Gershanick, D.D.S.
James J. Gibbons 
Alfred J. Giegerich 
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Gies 
Brian Gifford 
Daniel G. Gill, Jr.
Henry P. Gillingham 
Joseph M. Gindhart, Esq.
Frank Gioia
Mrs. Joseph J. Girone
James C. Giuffre, M.D.
Charles A. Glackin, Esq.
Francis Edward Gleeson, Esq. 
Robert Albert Godbey 
Richard J. Goedkoop, Ph.D.
Paul J. Goetter
John Kenneth Gohagan, Ph.D 
Daniel M. Goldberg, D.D.S. 
Bernard B. Goldner, Ph.D.
Clara B. Goodman 
Edward J. Grady 
Edward V. Graham 
John T. Greed Ph.D.
Vincent J. Greely 
Joseph P. Green, Esq.
James A. Gross, Jr.
Thomas F. Gruber 
James R. Guntle, Jr.
Ralph M. Gutekunst 
Thomas H. Haag 
Edward Lee Haas 
Annette L. Halpin 
John Joseph Hanratty, Ed.D.






Raymond P. Heath, Ph.D.
Anthony Francis Heck
Arthur L. Hennessy, Ph.D.
William E. Herron
Lt. Col. Gerald T. Hipp, U.S.A.
Edward R. Hitzel
Stephen F. Hober, Jr
Linda Hofer
Carl P. Hogan
Edward B. Horahan, Esq.
Finn Hornum
Joseph V. Huffnagle, D.O.












James A. Johnson, Jr.
William R. Johnson 
James H. Jones 
Ronald J. Joniec 
John P. Jungers 
Joseph F. Kaelin 
John J. Kane 
Walter W. Kanigowski 
Thomas J. Kardish, M.D.
Stanley S. Karpinski 
Richard J. Kawczynski 
Michael C. Kazarnowicz 
George J. Keane 
Philip Kear, C.P.A.
John J. Keegan 
John Joseph Keenan
Thomas F. Kehoe 
Maurice A. Kelley 
Gerald Charles Kelly, D.D.S. 
James J. Kelly 
Paul J. Kelly, III 
Thomas J. Kelly 
James F. Kennedy 
Joseph L. Kennedy 
William Charles Kennedy 
Charles J. Kerins 
Michael J. Kerlin, Ph.D.
Elsie R. Kerr 
C. William Kieser 
John J. King 
William J. King 
Joseph P. Kirlin 
Emil P. Kiss 
Francis George Klenk 
Vincent J. Kling 
Joseph P. Klock, Esq.
Charles F. Knapp, Esq.
Thaddeus M. Kochanski 
Harold D. Koechlein 
Bruce J. Koegler 
Michael J. Kovac, Jr., M.D. 
Joseph D. Kovatch, Ph.D.
Sidney Kowalczyk 
John Edward Krol 
Courtney C. Kronk, III 
Thomas R. Kubacki, D.O.
William T. Kugler 
James J. Kuhn, Jr.
J. Wayne Kullman 
William F. Kummerle 
Harry F. Kusick, Jr.
Russell A. Lafferty 
Robert A. Lample 
Anthony M. Landis, D.O.
Susan Howard Lavalle 
Thomas Joseph Lavin, Jr.
Andrew F. Lawless, III 
Thomas J. Leahy 
E. Dennis Lehman, Jr.
Frederick J. Leinhauser 
Richard F. Lepping 
Ann E. Lessel 
Fremont Levy 
Edward F. Lindsay 
Stephen J. Lis 
John F. Lisicky 
Fernando Lombardi 
Denis S. Longo 
Joseph T. Longo 
Phillip J. Lopresti, M.D.
James M. Lord 
Robert T. Lynch, Esq.
Robert W. Lynch, Esq.
Robert S. Lyons, Jr.
Robert L. Macaulay
Warren F. MacDonald, Jr., M.D.
Bruce V. MacLeod, Ph.D.
Michael J. Magnotta, Jr.
Frederick C. Maguire 
Charles J. Mahon 
Richard S. Mailman 
Edward C. Malarkey 
Rita S. Mall, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S.J. Mallon
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Dr. Francis A. Marro
Denis H. Martin
Thomas J. Marx, II
George L. Mason, III
Robert N. Masucci
Kathleen Shaw Mathis
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Matlack
James E. Matusko
Gerard W. Mayer





James J. McCabe, Esq.
Martin B. McCann, Jr.
Thomas J. McCann 
Dennis J. McCarthy 
J. Austin McCarthy 
Patrick J. McCarthy, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. McClunn
Robert J. McColgan
Mr. and Mrs. George J. McConchie
James P. McCool
Walter A. McCool, D.O.
Thomas B. McCoy 
Mark A. McCunney, Jr.
John P. McDermott 
Edward J. McDevitt, Jr.
James J. McDonald 
Robert E. McElroy 
Francis Xavier McEntee 
Martin James McFadden 
Neil J. McFadden 
Thomas J. McFlynn 
Paul M. McGill, Jr., D.D.S.
Elizabeth M. McGinley 
John E. McGonigle, C.P.A.
Peter McGonigle, Esq.
John J. McGrath 
John F. Mclnerny, Ph.D.
Daniel McKee 
Cedrick J. McKeever 
Patrick McKenna 
Robert H. McLaren 
Dennis R. McLaughlin 
James T. McLaughlin 
Eugene P.A. McLoone, Ph.D.
William J. McMahon 
Bernard M. McManus 
Michael G. McMenamin 
John V. McNamara 
Hugh Daniel McStravick 
James R. Melinson, Esq.
John William Mellon, Esq.
Alan J. Meltzer, M.D.
Joseph E. Meredith 
Harry J. Metzinger 
Joseph C. Mihalick, Ph.D.
W. Price Miller 
Patricia Savaino Mills 
Adele R. Minissale 
Richard B. Mitchell 
Joseph Jude Molyneaux 
John Bernard Mooney, Jr.
Joseph P. Mooney, Ph.D.
Thomas J. Mooney 
Edward T. Moore, Jr.
Kenneth W. Moore 
Theodore F. Moore 
Francis J. Moran, Esq.
John G. Morrison
Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Mortenson
Georgette M. Most
Mr. and Mrs. John Mueller
William Mullen
Daniel R. Mullin
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mullin
John J. Murphy, Jr.
Joseph F. Murphy 
Michael Joseph Murphy 
Michael R. Murphy 
John P. Murray 
Dr. and Mrs. David Naide 
Laurence A. Narcisi 
Marie Angela Natoli 
James B. Naughton 
Paul J. Nekoranik 
Enos C. Ney
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nichols 
Anthony J. Nocella 
Fred R. Noller 
Thomas J. Noone 
Helen North, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Nowak
James C. O'Brien
Thomas G. O’Brien
Col. John F. O’Connell
Patricia E. O'Connell
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard A. O’Connor
Charles B. O'Connor
Charles E. O’Connor
Dennis S. O’Connor, M.D.
Marie K. O'Connor 
Michael B. O'Connor 
Timothy M. O’Connor'
William J. O’Connor 
Desmond S. O’Doherty, M.D. 
Michael James O’Donnell 
Joseph P. O’Grady, Ph.D.
Patrick James O'Leary 
Michael P. O’Malley, Esq.
John J. O’Neill 
Thomas A. O’Ravez 
Sidney H. Orr, M.D.
Chester J. Orzechowski, Jr.







Joseph J. Peditto, M.D.
John S. Penny, Ph.D.
Ltc. Daniel F. Perugini, D.O.
Paul M. Petrillo, D.D.S.
Loren E. Pettisani 
Albert Robert Pezzillo, Jr.
Leo W. Pierce, Jr.
Raymond J. Pierzchalski, Ph.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph A. Polito 
Anthony R. Pontarelli 
Eugene G. Porreca 
Charles A. Porrini, D.D.S.
Dennis R. Powell 
Richard J. Prendergast 
Joan F. Pritchard, Ph.D.
John P. Pryor 
John W. Quinlan 
Joseph P. Quinlan, Esq.
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Quinn 
Joseph A. Rabson, M.D.
Albert S. Randa 
Jack H. Rappaport 
Donald J. Reape 
James P. Reich, D.M.D.
Glen David Reifsnyder 
L. Thomas Reifsteck 
Bernard F. Reilly 
Alvin Q. Rensbarger 
Robert Allan Resnick, Esq. 
Kenneth L. Rhoda, Ph.D. 
Raymond A. Ricci 
William A. Ries 
Stephen C. Rineer
James Anthony Riviello 
Kenneth J. Roberts 
Roy S. Robinson 
Joseph George Roddy 
Walter J. Rogan, M.D.
John F. Roney 
Lee H. Rosenau, Esq.
John Thomas Ross, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rothong 
Barry A. Rubin, D.O.
Leo D. Rudnytzky, Ph.D.
Daniel F. Ruggieri, Sr.
David W. Rumsey 
Michael R. Ruser 
Joseph J. Ruzicka 
Stephen J. Ruzicka 
Herbert W. Salus, Jr.
Ronald Saunders 
Robert John Schaefer 
Kenneth J. Schauder 
Leslie E. Schmalbach 
John L. Schmidt 
Paul J. Schneider, M.D.
Paul G. Schott 
Lawrence D. Schuler 
Arthur J. Schwabenbauer 
Kurt C. Schwind 
David G. Scott 
Robert D. Scott 
Thomas M. Scotti, M.D.
William C. Seiberlich, Jr.
Edward J. Seltzer 
Joseph Seltzer, Ph.D.
Robert W. Seminack 
Joseph T. Sermarini 
Thomas W. Sheehan 
William J. Sheehan 
James Sherlock 
Carl Frank Shultz 
Dolores Angela Siegel, M.D. 
Joseph W. Simmons 
Sisters of Saint Joseph 
John F. Slanga
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Smallwood 
John T. Smart 
Jacqueline S. Smith 
John A. Smith, Ed.D.
William Edward Smith 
Ltc. John D. Snyder 
Herbert J. Somers, M.D.
Tom Guy Sottile 
David M. Spratt, D.O.
Richard R. Stallings 
Herman D. Staples, M.D. 
Salvatore J. Stea 
Arthur Steinberg, M.D.
James P. Steinitz 
Augustus Steppacher 
Francis H. Sterling, M.D.
George C. Stewart 
William J. Stief 
Harry T. Stonelake 
Robert P. Strasavich 
Thomas S. Straub, Ph.D.
John Matthias Strobel 
Richard F. Strosser 
Cornelius F. Sullivan 
Clarence G. Supplee 
Robert W. Suter, Esq.
Edward C. Sweeney 
Joseph John Sweeney 
Peter J. Sweeney 




Mr. and Mrs. William H. Thomas
Ralph R. Thornton, Ph.D.
John J. Tighe, Jr.
John J. Tillger, M.D.
James M. Timoney 
Robert A. Toltzis, Esq.
Charles J. Tomasco
John P. Travers
Mr. and Mrs. M.J. Tressel
Charles J. Trois




William J. Uhl, Esq.
Walter H. Van Buren, Jr.
Leo M. Van Everbroeck, C.I.C.M.
Frank Joseph Varga
Edward Vasoli
Col. John R. Waite, U.S.A.
Thomas M. Walker
Hon. Joseph T. Walsh
Robert J. Walsh, Jr.
George J. Walters 
Joseph R. Walton 
John E. Warga, Jr.
Albin Warth
Samuel James Watt, Jr.
William C. Waugh 
James J. Weiss 
Peter W. Wescott 
Barbara Moser White 
George T. White 
Harry Joseph White, Ph.D.
James Richard White 
Hon. Thomas A. White 
Milton F. Whitehead 
Mary Regan Wilson 
Nochem S. Winnet, Esq.
William C. Wixted 
William M. Wixted, M.D.
Zachary S. Wochok 
Charles J. Wolf, III, M.D.
James Charles Wolf 
Zane Robinson Wolf 
Victor Loong Woo, M.D.
Joseph H. Wood, Jr., M.D.
Melvin F. Woods 
Leonard A. Wroblewski 
Leon J. Wugofski 
Donald E. Wydrzynski, Esq. 
Joseph P. Yambor 
Joseph G. Yenfer 
Gregory J. Yost 
Frederick A. Zaiss 
John Joseph Zarzycki, Jr.
James Michael Zurbach, M.D.
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Joseph Leo Abbamondi 
Lester Russell Abbey 
Joseph Abbott 
Michael J. Abbott 
Patricia Dronson Abbott 
Robert Charles Abbott 
James R. Abel 
Regina M. Abernethy 
Albert C. Achuff 
Donald Frank Ackerman 
John J. Adair 
Joseph A. Adams 
William F. Adams 
John V. Adelsberger 
Lisa L. Adkins 
Charles E. Adler 
Norbert John Aicher 
Theodore H. Alber 
John P. Alcorn 
James J. Alesi 
Thomas W. Alesi 
David H. Alexander, Jr. 
Richard J. Alexander 
Thomas Alexander 
Thomas E. Alexandrowicz 
Carmen A. Alfieri 
Matthew F. Alivernini, Esq. 
Frank P. Alizzi 
Marlyn Myrna Alkins 
John Allebaugh 
Carole Allen 
Eleanor Ann Allen 
Howard C. Allen 
Lawrence Allen 
William Allen 
William J. Allen 
Albert Alio
James F. Almond, Jr. 
Francis M. Alsis 
Ronald J. Altieri 
John Charles Altrogge 
Michael J. Amato 
Thomas J. Ambolino 
James C. Ambrosius 
Kathleen M. Amend 
Millard Ames Jr.
Richard Joseph Amons 
Eugene Ancharski 
Paul Andreas Andersen 
Edwin A. Anderson 
James J. Anderson 
Vincent P. Anderson, Esq. 
John R. Ando 
Vincent P. Andrews 
Stephen F. Andrilli, Ph.D. 
Paul J. Andris 
Fred T. Angelilli 
Nicholas F. Angerosa 
Ralf S. Anoia 
John R. Ansbro
Brother Clementian Club
THE BROTHER CLEMENTIAN CLUB is made up of those 
alumni/ae, faculty/staff, and friends of La Salle College who 
contributed up to $99 to the CAMPAIGN FOR THE 80’s in 
1982-83. Brother E. Clementian, F.S.C. (1887-1961) em­
bodied the ideals of Christian education in his total dedication
to his students.
William Anstock 
Rita A. Anstotz 
John Francis Anthony 
Ross S. Antonoff 
Donna Lynn Antonucci 
James A. Archibald 
Thomas J. Ardecki 
Dawn Arehart 
Frank S. Arena 
Edmund F. Armstrong 
Mr. and Mrs. Mario Arnone 
Walter E. Arrison 
Martha P. Ash 
Eugene D. Ashman 
Arthur J. Askins 
Jerry Askow 
Albert R. Aspinall 
Joseph A. Atkins 
John Joseph Auchinleck 
Lawrence H. Auerweck 
John L. Austin 
Richard A. Avicolli 
Lt. Joseph S. Azzarano 
Michael A. Babich, Ph.D. 
Bruno J. Bacallao 
John B. Bacanskas 
Robert J. Bacher 
Joseph Louis Bachman, Jr. 
Henry A Backe 
Beverly Ann Bacon 
David L. Bader 
Thomas J. Bagnell, Jr.
Jerrie Bailey
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell J. Baker
Patricia M. Baker
Mr. and Mrs. Paul J. Baker
Albert P. Balcer
David J. Balcer, Esq.
Joseph A. Baldassarre 
Gerald B. Baldino 
William J. Baldino 
Martha Baltzell 
Winston C. Banford 
Michael F. Bannar 
Patrick J. Bannigan 
Helmut A. Baranyi, Ph.D. 
Anthony Barba 
George A. Barbetto 
Edward A. Barbieri, M.D. 
Marybeth H. Bareis 
Virginia M. Barishek 
Michael Barmash 
Edward M. Barr 
James F. Barr 
Joseph Charles Barrett 
Russell R. Barrett 
Bruce Joel Barris 
Nora M. Barry 
Henry A. Bart, Ph.D.
Max Barth, Ph.D.
John J. Barton 
Salvator Bartucci 
Ronald A. Baselice 
Harold S. Baseman 
Barron M. Batchelder, M.D.
Joseph P. Batory 
Francis Clayton Bauerle 
Marion J. Bayne 
John A. Bazzani 
Robert J. Beal 
Bruce E. Beans 
Walter F. Beard, Jr.
Francis X. Becht, Jr.
Bernard Edward Beck 
Carl E. Beck, Jr.
Lloyd Charles Beck, Jr.
Howard G. Becker 
John C. Becker, Esq.
John T. Becker 
Ernest Michael Behr 
Julie Stout Behr 
William J. Beisser 
Mark Leslie Belas 
Ralph Holden Belcher, Jr.
Lewis G. Belter 
Frank L. Bellezza 
Albert J. Belli, Jr., D.O.
Paul J. Bellino, Jr.
Robert L. Bendorovich 
Thomas Benedetti 
J. Bruce Bennett 
Louise Bennett 
Kenneth B. Bennington 
Michael G. Benthin 
Brian Bentz 
William C. Bergmann 
Edward E. Berman 
Helen Berne 
Valentin Bernert 
Edward J. Bernier 
Joseph J. Bernier 
Robert J. Bernosky 
Norman Bernstein, Ph.D.
Vincent P. Berry 
Raymond H. Bertsch, Jr.










Mr. and Mr. Phillip K. Billingsley
William H. Binns
Joseph S. Biondo
Stanley J. Birch, Jr.
Adolf P. Birkenberger
Paul E. Bisbing 
Frank Bittiner, III 
Harry R. Bittner 
C. Emil Bix 
Bernard Joseph Black 
George J. Blair, Jr.
William Blakney 
Judith A. Blaney 
Richard J. Blash 
John W. Blesi













George W. Bohnenberger 
Michael J. Bohrer 
Joseph G. Boland 
Carmen A. Bolden 
Anthony J. Bonanno 
Diane M. Bones 
Sylvan Boni 
Bernard J. Bonner 
Michael F. Bonner 
Robert E. Bonner, M.D.
Robert William Bonner



























C A M P A IG N  FOR THE 80 's





















Faculty, Staff and 
Parents 250,000 191,104
(76%)




Special/Deferred Gifts 1,000,000 233,999
(23%)
Unduplicated Total $15,000,000 $13,657,542
(91%)
William C. Bradley, Jr.
James Anthony Brady 




























Joseph V. Briggman, Ph.D.
Edward Brigham












Mr. and Mrs. Richard T. Brown
William J. Brown
Joseph A. Browne
William T. Browne, Jr.
Olga Brozda 
Gregory 0. Bruce 
Judith Blanco Bruening 
K. Richard Bruhm 
Frank J. Bruno 
Robert B. Brunt 
William F. Bryan, III 
Arthur A. Buben 
Mario A. Bucci 
Joshua Buch, Ph.D.
Ruth L. Buchanan 
Robert V. Buck 
Joseph F. Buckley 
Joseph T. Buckley 
Andrew E. Buczynsky 
Robert J. Bugdal 
Chester S. Bunsick 
Arthur J. Bunting 
Lawrence J. Bur, Jr.
Joseph A. Burger 
John F. Burghart 




Gerald Vering Burke, M.D.
Joseph F. Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Joseph P. Burke
Bernard J. Burns
Daniel D. Burns, Jr.
John F. Burns 
Frank Alan Burr 
Michael R. Burzak 
Edmund P. Butler, Esq.
James Butler




Mr. and Mrs. John Calhoun
Nuncio N. Cali
Joseph M. Callahan
Rev. Joseph W. Callahan






Andrew J. Candelore, D.O.
Francis C. Cannon
Frank D. Cannon, III
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph S. Cannuli
John F. Capista, Jr.
Charles A. Capone 
Francis S. Cappiello 
Benedict A. Capra 
Donald E. Caputi 
Michael M. Caputo 
John P. Capuzzi 
Robert J. Carabasi, M.D.
Ron Caracci 
Harry P. Carberry 
Paul M. Carberry 
Francis J. Carbo, D.D.S.
Edward Thomas Carden 
Larry Cardonick 
Christopher J. Carey 
Edward P. Carey, Esq.
Harry James Carfrey 
Vincent Joseph Carita 
Arnold C. Carnevale 
Joseph Albert Carona 
William J. Carr 
Francis Joseph Carroll 
Joseph W. Carroll 
I. Howard Carson, D.D.S. 
Stephen Peter Carter 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Carty
A. Joseph Carusi 
Steven M. Casale 
Thomas P. Casalnova 
John F. Casey












Ettore R. Castiglioni, D.O.
Anthony Catanzaro
Eugene G. Cattie
Major Francis P. Cavanaugh
John F. Caviston









Mr. and Mrs. Powell S. Channell.
Mrs. Gloria Chennault
Mr. and Mrs. David F. Chester
Anthony T. Chiaverelli
Joseph P. Chinnici
Nicholas J. Christ, M.D.
David E. Christiansen 
Jeffrey E. Christides 
Frederick James Ciao 
Anthony N. Ciarlone 
Philip C. Ciaverelli 
Anthony J. Ciccantelli 
Mark J. Ciccantelli, M.D.
Attilio Ciccotelli 
Joseph A. Cilia 
Mario G. Cirelli, M.D.
Thomas M. Cislo 
Robert J. Citrino 
James R. Citro 
Gary K. Clabaugh, Ed.D.
Vincent P. Clancy 
James J. Clark 
Martin A. Clark 
Walter Clavan 
James J. Clearkin 













Mr. and Mrs. Stanley H. Cohen 
Anna M. Colasante 
Mary Regina Burke Colbert 
Robert A. Cole 
James L. Coleman, Jr.
Michael M. Colgan 
Frank J. Coll 
Joseph J. Coll, Jr.
Ronald F. Colletti 
William J. Collier 
Dennis J. Collins 
Harry James Collins 
James L. Collins 
Terence P. Collins 
Richard A. Colton 
Robert Colton 
George T. Comber
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John H. Condon, Sr.
Michael E. Connaughton, Ph.D. 
James E. Connell 
John J. Connell, Jr.
John L. Connolly 
Thomas F. Connolly 
Harry A. Connor, Jr.
John Joseph Connors, Esq.
John T. Connors
Terence J. Connors




Louis Thomas Conti, Esq.
Charles J. Conway







Mr. and Mrs. James E. Cooper
James F. Corcoran, Jr.
Michael J. Corcoran 
Robert R. Cornelison 
Michael J. Comely 
John Raphael Corrigan 
George V. Corwell 
Earl C. Costa, D.D.S.
Brendan V. Costello 
Harry J. Costello 
Joseph J. Costello 
Leonard C. Costello, Sr.
Martin F. Costello 
Robert J.J. Costello 
Gustave C. Cote 
Raymond T. Coughlan 
Donald J. Courtney 
John J. Courtney, M.D.
Delores M. Couttis 
William E. Cox 
Charles A. Coyle, Ed.D.
Joanne Thomson Coyle, RN 
Joseph Edward Coyle 
George A. Cozza 
George J. Craig 
Donald J. Crawford, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Conrad Cregan
Dennis A. Cribben
James Michael Crilley
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony Cristiano
James J. Crockett
Donald Joseph Croke
Thomas Michael Croke IV, Esq.
Anton C. Crone
Joseph G. Crosby, Jr.
Edmund Jaycox Crossen 
Walter F. Crossley 
Ronald S. Crossman 
Joseph T. Crosson 
Alice Crouthamel 
Anthony L. Cucuzzella, M.D. 
David P. Cullen 
Denis B. Cummings 
Paul Cundey 
Joseph T. Cunnane 
William T. Cunnane, CPA 
James J. Cunningham, Jr.
John E. Cunningham, Jr.
John J. Cunningham 
Robert J. Cunningham 
Thomas Cunningham 
John T. Curatola, Jr.
Constance E. Curley 
Christina T. Curran
Francis M. Curran 
James F. Curran 
William F. Curran 
John J. Currie, Jr.
James B. Curtin 
Linda M. Curto 
John J. Cush 


























Luther D. Davis, Jr.
Richard B. Davis 
Frank W. Dawson 
Robert J. Dawson 
Anthony John Day 
Anthony M. Deangelis 
Peter Deangelis 
Susan Murphy Dearolf 
James D. Deasy, Esq.
Joseph A. Debarberie 
Domenic F. Decesaris 
Robert T. Deck 
Anthony J. Decolli 
Jean Tanney Dee 
Cornelius J. Deegan 
Ronald C. Deery 
William J. Deery, Jr.
Michael G. Defino 
Benjamin Julio DeFrancesco 
Francis D. DeGeorge 
Francis P. Degnan 
Gerard Francis Degnan 
James W. Degnan 
Donald James DeGrazia 
Francis M. DeGregroy 
Francis E. Dehel 
William R. Deiss, Esq.
Stephen J. DeLacy 
Joseph J. DeMarco, Jr.
Sam P. DeMartino, D.D.S.
Nicholas A. DeMatteo 
Paul J. Dempsey 
Thomas J. Dempsey 
Anthony F. Derago 
Stuart Z. Dershaw, M.D.
James L. DeSalle 
Anthony M. Desiderio 
Frank Kenneth DeSoo 
Bernard T. DeStafney 
James F. Detwiler, Esq.
Harry F. Deutsch 
William C. Deutsch 
Development District of Appalachia 
Charles F. Devine
Lawrence F. Devine 
Martin J. Devine 
Bernard Devlin 
Edward J. Devlin 
James Devlin 
Thomas Devlin 
Daniel G. Diasio 
Manuel W. Diaz 
Frances Jacob Diccicco 
Michael J. Diccicco 
Louis DiCesari 
Milton O. Dickerson, Ph.D.
Dennis DiDomenico 
Thomas Dienno 
Charles B. Dietzler 
Peter D. Diffley 
Nicholas DiFranco 
Gerald John DiGilio 
John T. Digilio, Jr.
Anthony J. Dilenno 









Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey DiPaolo
Vincent DiPaolo
Andrew DiPiero, Jr., Esq.
Clement J. DiPietro 
George D. DiPilato 
Cheryl Paster DiPilla 
Rose DiRenzo 
Thomas J. Dispenzere 
Edward C. Dlugosz 
Henry J. Doehne 
Patrick J. Doherty 
James Thomas Dolan 
Philip E. Dolan 
Robert H. Dolan 
Bruce K. Doman, Esq.
Charles F. Dombrowski 
Harry J. Donaghy 
John F. Donaghy 
John L. Donaghy 
Robert E. Donaghy 
Francis J. Donahoe 
James A. Donahue 
Joseph J. Donahue 
Lawrence J. Dondero 
Joseph J. Donegan 
William M. Donlan 
John M. Donnelly 
Richard J. Donnelly 
James A. Donohue 
Leo Anthony Donohue 
Robert A. Donovan, III 
Robert J. Donze 
Thomas F. Dooley 
Edmund Joseph Doran 
Edward W. Doran 
James Patrick Doran 
Paul R. Doran, Ph.D.
Peggy J. Doran 
Anthony J. Dorazio 
Diane M. Dorazio 
Albert Joseph Dorley, Jr.
Barbara Joan Dougherty 
Catherine M. Dougherty 
Frederick J. Dougherty 
Harry J. Dougherty 
Henry Dougherty 
Henry J. Dougherty, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Dougherty
Jessica Yanni Dougherty 
Stephen F. Dougherty 
Stephen J. Dougherty 
William T. Dougherty 
Walter D. Downey 
Harry A. Downs, Jr.
Thomas A. Doyle 
William J. Doyle, Jr.
Robert Milton Dreibelbis
Edward J. Driscoll








John V. Dugan, Jr., Ph.D.
Michael A. Dugan 
Mr. and Mrs. R.R. Dugan 
Moira C. Duggan 
Charles E. Dunleavy 
Joseph O. Dunn 
Michael J. Dunn 
William J. Dunn 
Dennis M. Durkin 
John J. Durkin 
Mary T. Durkin 
John M. Duvak 
Peter J. Dwyer, Sr.
Robert A. Dwyer 
Kathleen McCulough Dyer 
Richard Kenneth Dyer 
Thomas A. Dziadosz 
Francis T. Dziedzic 
Frederick W. Ebner, Jr.
John J. Echeverry 
Dennis C. Ecker 
Joseph C. Eckert, Jr.
Gary Edling 
Leslie Edwards 
E. Lydia Egan 
Catherine A. Eichenlaub 
John J. Elliott 
Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D.

















John J. Ewing, Jr.
Charles P. Fagan 
Richard L. Fagnani 
Cynthia Marita Fair 
Joseph A. Fanelle 
Nicholas Fanelli 
Matthew A. Fanning 
Herman Farber 
Mark S. Farber 
Antonio R. Fardella 
Joseph Robert Fares 
John P. Farley 
Patrick J. Farrell 
Theresa Dempsey Farrell
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Richard L. Fasy 
James J. Faulk 
Preston D. Feden, Ed.D. 
Albert P. Federico 
Thomas M. Feeney 
Michael J. Feerick 
Thomas Feerick 
Lucille Ann Feik 
Robert J. Feik 
Howard D. Feinstein 
Milton Feldman, D.D.S. 
Peter L. Feledick 
Beth Frances Felinski 
Mr. and Mrs. Pat F. Feola 
Anthony Aldo Ferrara 
Barbara Ann Ferrino 
Frank J. Ferro, Esq.
Francis T. Ferry, M.D. 
Edward J. Fetter 
Lawrence J. Fichter 
Andrea L. Fina 
William J. Finegan, Jr. 
Thomas A. Fink 
Peter J. Finley 
Peter J. Finnegan 
Catherine J. Fiorenza 
John Raymond Fischer 
Robert Fischer 
James Leo Fisher 
Robert Fisher, M.D.
Joseph P. Fitzgerald 
Joseph V. Fitzgerald 
Helen N. Fitzpatrick 
Thomas J. Fitzpatrick 
Robert J. Fix 
Michael G. Flach 
Margaret M. Flanagan, M.D. 
Francis X. Flannery 
William E. Flannery 
William J. Flannery, Esq. 
Abraham U. Flores 
Joseph P. Flynn, Jr.
Thomas J. Flynn 
Edward J. Fogarty, Jr. 
Sandra M. Foglia 
Kevin J. Foley 
Paul Joseph Foley 
Timothy J. Foley 
Joseph L. Folz 
Stephen H. Ford



















Robert G. Fryling, Esq.
Francis J. Frysiek 
Albert R. Funk, Jr.
Angelika K. Furlong 
Thomas E. Furlong 
Edward F. Furman 
Vincent C. Fynan 
Joseph E. Gaffney 
Robert G. Gagliardi 
Susan Coia Gailey 
Carmella Meslo Galati 
James F. Galbally Ed.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Angelo J. Galeone 
Mr. and Mrs. Luciano Galiano 
Francis J. Gallagher, C.P.A.
John E. Gallagher 
John F. Gallagher, Jr.
John K. Gallagher 
John P. Gallagher 
Joseph D. Gallagher 
Joseph V. Gallagher 
Paul J. Gallagher 
Robert F. Gallagher, D.D.S.


























Joseph P. Gaynor, Jr.














Richard T. Geruson, Ph.D. 
Thomas C. Gheen 
Richard A. Giantisco 
Victor A. Giardini 
Harry J. Gibbons 
John J. Gibbons 
Edward Gibson 
Joseph A. Gidjunis, Jr.
Pauline S. Gidjunis 
James P. Gillece, Jr., Esq. 
William A. Gillen 
Thomas R. Gillespie 
Francis X. Gindhart, Esq.
Joseph G. Gindhart, Esq.
Joseph D. Giovanetti 
Richard S. Girard 
Joseph F. Girone
Thomas Anthony Gisondi 
William F. Githens 
Anthony P. Givnta, Jr.
Donato P. Giusti, Jr.
George R. Givens 
Maryellen McGettigan Glackin 
Eugene J. Glading 
James Myles Glasgow 
Francis Emanuel Gleason 
Joseph P. Glennon, Jr.
Capt. James T. Glowacki 
Kenneth L. Gnau 
Peggy L. Goheen 
John M. Gola 
Richard Golaszewski 
Martin M. Gold
Joseph A. Goldbeck, Jr., Esq. 
Aleck Goldberg 
Henry W. Goldberg 
Paul Goldshlack, D.O.
Howard Michael Goldstein











William H. Graham 
Joseph T. Gramlich 
Joseph A. Grannahan 
Alma Granoff 
Edward A. Grant, Jr.
Effie Grant 
H. Martin Grasmeder 
Henry Grasmeder 
Elizabeth J. Graves 
Margaret Gray 
Charles F. Grazioso 
Joseph Anthony Greco 
Robert A. Greco 
Richard J. Greczyn 
John R. Greed
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent J. Greely
A.Z. Green
Carl F. Green
Neil P. Greenberg, Esq.
Howard M. Greger 
Frank Gregorski 
John W. Grelis 
Charles E. Gresh, F.S.C.
Sean Gresh, Ph.D.
Waymond A. Grier 
John H. Griesemer, Jr.
Frank J. Griesser 
Walter J. Griffin, C.P.A.
Robert Albert Griffith 
Thomas John Grimes 
Vincent A. Grimes 
Joseph A. Gronczewski 
Maurice F. Grontkowski 
Edward M. Groody 
Bernard Grossman, M.D. 
Joseph J. Grum, Jr.
Lawrence S. Gryn 
Margaret M. Grzesiak 
Joseph R. Guaraldo 
Vincent A. Guarini 
Carmen F. Guarino 
Andrew J. Gubicza 
Robert Gudknecht 
Joseph R. Guerin 
Anthony J. Guerrieri 
Thomas A. Guggino
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James H. Kates 
William T. Katheder 














John J. Haggerty, Jr.
Philip E. Haines, Esq.
Alfred S. Halas, D.M.D.
John C. Hall
William J. Hall, III, M.D.
















Catherine M. Harper, Esq.
James Harper
Albert S. Harris












Frank W. Hauser, Jr.
Janice L. Hausman 
Adrian Hawryliw 
Joseph Anthony Hayden 
Joseph John Haydt 
George F. Hayhoe 
Philip E. Heaney 
Joseph F. Heath 
Joseph A. Heayn 
Grayson H. Herberley, Jr.
Neal Hebert 
Gerald J. Heckler 
Joseph F. Hediger 
Daniel B. Heffernan 
George Hegarty 
Kathyann Cusack Heilig 
Christopher J. Heise 
Karen Heist 
Elizabeth C. Heldak 
Thomas G. Helinek 
Dorothy L. Heller 
Irene Hembarsky 
Mark Hemschoot 
E. James Henderson, Jr.
Frank J. Henneman 
Christian E. Henningsen 
Jose B. Henriques 
Charles A. Hepford, D.P.M. 
Richard L. Hepp 
Joseph J. Herb
A. Joseph Hering 
John M. Herndon, II 
Thomas J. Herron 
Bryan D. Hetherington, Esq.
W. Joseph Hetherington 
Alfred L. Hetrick 
William John Heuges 
Harold J. Hexter 
Herbert R. Heys 
Thomas J. Hickey 
Maurice Hickman 
Laurie Hieta
Kenneth J. Higginbotham 
Brian J. Higgins 
Michael J. Higgins 
Donald E. Hilbert 
Edward P. Hill 
Roy F. Hilzinger 
Lawrence P. Himes 
George W. Hippman 
William E. Hoban 
Alice L. Hoersch, Ph.D.
Edward B. Hoffman, Jr.
Stephen M. Hoffman, Jr.
William J. Hoffman 
Mrs. Charles A. Hofman 
Charles E. Hofmann, III, Ph.D. 
Gerald T. Hofmann 
Jerome Patrick Hofmann 
Richard Hofmann 
Michael R. Hogan 
Patrick J. Hogan 
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Holak 
George H. Holder 
David J. Holland 
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald C. Hollup 
James A. Homa 
Francis J. Horn 
Theodore Thomas Horne 
Ernest O. Horvath, Jr.
Jean Theresa Hosgood 
Richard F. Hospod 
Paul J. Hottinger 
William Hough 
Robert J. Houlihan 
Edward Thomas Howe, Jr.
Charles N. Hug, Jr.
Ernest D. Huggard 
Thomas E. Huggard 
Anne Callan Hughes 
Edward Joseph Hughes, Esq.
Eugene P. Hughes, M.D.
John Edward Hughes 
Philip E. Hughes, Jr., Esq.
John J. Huha 
Stephen F. Humay, Jr.
Raymond G. Huml, Jr.
Charles W. Husted 
Mr. and Mrs. George F. Huttlin 
Ralph Hymes 
Richard Hymes 
Mr. and Mrs. Bartholomew J. lacono 
Louis lannerelli 
James J. laquinto 
Martin A. Infanti 
Thomas J. Ingersoll, Esq.
Leo C. Inglesby 
Ralph J. Itri 
Gloria J. Jackson 
John W. Jackson 
David M. Jacobus 
Thaddeus Jalkiewicz 
Judith A. James 
Richard F. James 
Madeline Janowski 
Charles J. Jansky 
Francis X. Jardel 
John P. Jasin
The Jaster Family 
John Jaszczak 
John Jeffers 
William J. Jekot 
David F. Jennings 
Paul G. Jennings 
Peter A. Jensen 
Romuald M. Jess 
Christian Jioo










Charles L. Juliana, Jr.
James M. Juliano 
Herbert M. Jung 
Gerard J. Junod 
Dolores Juska 
John A. Juzaitis 
Harry B. Kaemf 
Thomas K. Kaffenberger 
Arthur Arnold Kahn 
Edward C. Kalck, Jr.
Francis J. Kallam 
Frank M. Kaminski, Jr.
Shirley G. Kanaskie 
Charles J. Kane 
Edward T. Kane 
Gerald J. Kane 
Joseph A. Kane, Ph.D.
Joseph F. Kane 
Margaret M. Kane 
Louis M. Kaniecki 
Emil J. Kannengieszer 
Benedict E. Kapa 
Joseph J. Karlesky
Barry M. Kauftmann 
Robert A. Kauffmann 
Albert Joseph Kazanjian 
David L. Kazmierczak 
Robert C. Keane 
Albert J. Keefe, Jr.
Francis C. Keenan 
Peter J. Keenan 
Richard F. Keevey 
Francis J. Kehoe 
Joseph F. Keiser 
John J. Kelley 
Charles V. Kelly 
Denis P. Kelly 
Eugene Louis Kelly 
Geffrey B. Kelly, S.T.D.
James Edward Kelly 
James F. Kelly, Jr.
John J. Kelly 
John T. Kelly 
Joseph M. Kelly 
Kevin Dennis Kelly 
Sister Margaret Kelly 
Philip F. Kelly 
Robert H. Kelly 
Marianne Kemptner 
Victoria Kendrick 
Patrick F. Kennedy 
Thomas Edward Kenny 
William J. Kenny 
John J. Kent 
William J. Kent 
Philip James Keohane 
John F. Kerstan 
Stephen M. Kerwick, Esq. 
Charles W. Ketterer, Jr.
Michael C. Kiefer
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence J. Kieffer
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George E. Kientzy, Jr.
James V. Kiernan, D.O.
Peter J. Kiernan 
Donald J. Kieser, Jr.
Nicholas C. Kihm, Esq.
Patricia Anne Kilcoyne 
Thomas J. Kilcoyne 
John T. Kimbrough, Jr.
Francis X. King 
Richard A. King 
Gerald P. Kirsch 
Louise M. Kiss 
David John Klein 
Joseph A. Klein 
Frederick L. Kleinhenz 










James H. Knebel, Esq.
Allen J. Knestaut 
Claude F. Koch 
Gerard Paul Koch 
Robert Francis Kolb 
Francis Joseph Kolinka 
Stanley Donald Kolman, D.O.
J. Harold Koob 
Jerome Harry Kopensky 
Joseph F. Koszarek 
Lazio I. Kovacs 
David F. Kowalski 
Gerald G. Kozak 
Joseph John Kozak, Jr.
Neil Robert Kramer 
Robert A. Kramer 
Bertram Kreger, D.D.S.
Melvin M. Kreiner 
Eric J. Krieg, D.O.
Florian E. Krilowicz 
Joseph Francis Krivda, M.D. 
Albert G. Kroll, Esq.
Paul D. Kruper, Esq.
Philip D. Kruper 
Joseph H. Krymowski 
Kurt F. Kryven 
Maryellen T. Kueny 
James A. Kuklinski 
Howard Leroy Kulp 
Paul Kuny 
David C. Kurlander 
Miroslav Labunka, Ph.D.
James E. Lafferty 
Albert A. Lagore 
Mark S. Lahoda 
William J. Lahr 
Denise Lamb 
Michelle P. Lamb 
John W. Lambert, Jr.
Paul John Lamonaca 
Louis LaMorte 
Earle C. Landes 
John Langan 
John Leonard Langan 
Barry P. Lapka 
Paschal J. Laruffa, M.D.
Angel B. Lavergne 
Florence Leace 
Barry R. Lebowitz 
Frank R. Lech 
Alan H. Lee
Brendan Joseph Lee, D.O.
John M. Lee
Michael D. Lee 
Joseph Lehman 
William E. Lehner, M.D.
Robert Richard Leming 
Louis J. Lendvay 
Charles A. Leonard, Ph.D.
Hubert P. Leonard 
Harry Leopold, Jr.
Joseph C. Lepone 





Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Lew
Eleanor V. Lewis
William Lewis
George P. Liarakos, M.D.
Nancy Libson
James C. Lieber, Jr., Esq.
John Stanley Ligenza 
Joseph W. Lindberger, Jr.
Charles A. Linder
B.C. Lindinger 
Paul J. Lindinger 
Edward F. Lindsay 
William J. Liney 
Margaret N. Linkous 
Alfred A. Lisiewski 
Walter N. Loburak 
Edward J. Locasale 
George Lochetto 
Sheila M. Lodise 
Anne B. Loftus 
John M. Loftus 
Raymond P. Loftus 
Sabato J. Logiudice 
Louis A. Lombardo, III 
Thomas J. Londergan 
Thomas J. Lonergan 
Thomas Francis Long 
Stephen Longo, Ph.D.
Roger A. Loos 
Thomas R. Lorandeau 
Joan Evelyn Lotz 
Richard B. Lowe 
Philip Lee Lowenstein 
Michael J. Lubas 





Charles P. Lutcavage, Ph.D.
Edwin J. Lutz 
Armand P. Luzi 
Robert B. Lydon 
John W. Lyle 
Edmond F. Lynch 
Frank X. Lynch 
John A. Lynch 
John B. Lynch, Esq.
John B. Lynch 
Joseph F. Lynch 
Joseph Francis Lynch 
Joseph John Lynch, Jr.
Richard Lynch 
Robert John Lynch 
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lyons 
Cpt. John J. Lyons, Jr.
Patricia Ann Lyons






Mr. and Mrs. Roderick J. MacLean
Ormand P. Macoretta 
David A. Madden 
Kevin E. Madden 
Sherron Madonna 
Steven J. Madonna, Esq.
Joseph J. Magee 
Joseph M. Magee, C.P.A.
Stephen Mahan 
Joseph Patrick Maher 
William J. Maher 
James E. Mahoney 
John Maicher 
Frederick W. Maier 
Ralph A. Maiolino 
Raymond E. Majewski 
Francis J. Makovetz 
Robert P. Malachowski 
Michael G. Malatesta 
Massod A. Malik 
Carl P. Malitsky 
Theodore George Mallick 
James V. Mallon 
John J. Malone 
Monica Mary Malone 
Francis E. Maloney 
John J. Maloney 
Robert J. Maloney 
James J. Manion 
Anne Marie Manning 
John Charles Manning 
William F. Mannion 
Florence Marbach 
Gerald A. Marchini 
John C. Marczley 
Paul A. Marfino 
Joseph Anthony Margay 
John E. Margraff 
Joseph A. Margre 
Joseph J. Mark 
Edward M. Markowski 
Raymond R. Marr 
Robert J. Marron 
Thomas J. Marsh 
William H. Marshall 
Vincent James Martinicchio 
Robert A. Martone 
Peter A. Martosella 
Nicholas J. Marucci 
John J. Masano 
Vincent J. Mascoli 
Michael Masny 
Joseph W. Mast, Esq.
William J. Mastalski 
Robert A. Mastrogiovanni 
Louis P. Masucci

















Mr. and Mrs. William McAnespey
John J. McAteer, Esq.
Joseph S. McAuliffe, Esq.
Donald F. McAvoy 
Albert E. McBride 
James D. McBride, D.D.S.
Joseph W. McBride 
Josephine Corrieri McBride 





















John J. McCracken, Jr.
Thomas T. McCrea 
John J. McCusker 
James F. McDermott 
Robert Joseph McDermott 
W. Donald McDermott 
Gerald Vincent McDevitt 
William A. McDonald, Jr.
John F. McDonnell 
Martin J. McDonnell 
William J. McDonnell 
Michael P. McElroy 
Mark G. McElwee 
Joseph James McFadden 
Joseph P. McFadden 
Marguerite Madden McFadden 
Nora Marie McFadden 
Patrick Joseph McFadden 
Douglas S. McFarlane 
Dennis J. McGeehan 
George B. McGeehan, Jr.
James F. McGettigan, Ph.D.
John F. McGettigan 
James L. McGinley 
James J. McGinn 
William J. McGinn 
John J. McGinnis 
John A. McGinty, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. McGinty 
Col. Joseph G. McGlade 
Thomas W. McGlinn 
Eileen D. McGlone 
William F. McGlynn 
William J. McGlynn 
Edward F. McGonigal 
James A. McGovern 
Philip E. McGovern, Ph.D.
Rita Luig McGovern 
Thomas D. McGovern 
Thomas J. McGovern 
Barbara R. McGowan 
James F. McGowan, Jr.
John M. McGowan, M.D.
Joseph C. McGowan 
Karen T. McGowan 
Thomas F. McGowan 
Dennis M. McGrath 
James R. McGrath 
Joseph E. McGrath 
Mary McGrath 
John L. McHale 
Vincent William Mcllhenny 
John P. McIntyre 
William M. McIntyre 
James J. McKeever
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James J. McKenna, Jr., Ph.D. 
John P. McKenna, Esq. 
Timothy F. McKenna 
James J. McKeogh 
Gerald F. McLaughlin 
Herbert J. McLaughlin 
Thomas James McLeod 
Robert F. McMackin 
Francis J. McMahon 
John B. McMahon 
James F. McManus 
Raymond J. McManus 
Gerald J. McMenamin 
John F. McMenamin 
Dorothy A. McMullen 
Frank J. McNally, Jr.
James Patrick McNally 
Daniel J. McNeff 
John G. McNeff 
William J. McNeil 
Dorothy J. McNeill 
John A. McNichol 
Kathleen Scotti McNichol 
James J. McNulty 
John T. McNutt 
James J. McPhillips 
James D. McShea 
Daniel Joseph McSwiggan 
George J. Mecherly 
Joackim Mechikas 
Peter Mecznik




Louis Aloysius Meindl, Jr.
Steven I. Meisel, Ph.D.
Thomas F. Meister, Esq. 
William R. Melcher 
Joseph P. Melvin 
Thomas C. Menapace 
John Frederick Mencer, Esq. 
Bruce J. Menkowitz, M.D. 
Gerald J. Mergen 
W. Darrell Merkel 
Edward R. Merkle 
Richard F. Meroney 
Lawrence R. Mesarick 
John Philip Meschler 
Mary K. Meschler 
Richard B. Mesirov
Paul F. Mesure 
Thomas J. Metz 
Denzil Joseph Meyers 
Frederick J. Meyers 
John J. Michel 
Rodney D. Michele 



























John J. Moffatt 































Albert A. Mosser, F.S.C.
John Motto 
Michael D. Motto 
Joseph M. Mottola 
Edward J. Mount 
Alice K. Moy 
Diane Moyer 
Michael D. Mueller 
John Joseph Mulderig 
James A. Muldowney 
James R. Muldowney 
John E. Mulholland 
Susan Anne Mulholland 
Charles J. Mullane 
Bruce D. Mullen 
Kathleen R. Mullen 
R. James Mullen 
Richard J. Mullen 
Frank B. Mullin 
John J. Mullin 
Matthew P. Mullin 
David R. Murphy 
Dennis Martin Murphy 
Edward J. Murphy, Jr.
Edward Joseph Murphy 
James A. Murphy, M.D.
James F. Murphy 
James T. Murphy 
Patricia Gilligan Murphy 
Thomas R. Murphy 
William J. Murphy, Jr.
William J. Murphy 
Charles A. Murray 
Edward J. Murray, Jr.
Edward J. Murray, III 
Edwin S. Murray, Jr.
Francis Patrick Murray
John J. Murray 
Caryn McTighe Musil, Ph.D. 
Joseph Mustin 
Gary C. Nachtigall 
John Stephen Naimoli 
Joseph S. Napierkowski 
Frank W. Nasuti 
Janice M. Neiman 
Martin F. Nelson 
Col. William J. Nelson 
Angelo Carmine Neri 
William J. Neville 
James J. Newell 
Michael F. Newell, Jr.
Francis Conrad Newman
C. Peter Newsome 
Mary Catherine Nicolo 
Leo F. Niederriter 
Philip A. Niessen 
Thomas J. Niessen 
Eugene Nines, Sr.
Thomas J. Niwinski 
Nancy Webb Nolan 
W. Dennis Nolan 
Gerard K. Norkus 
Leo J. Norton 
Edward R. Novak 
Gregory J. Nowak 
John A. O’Bara 
John A. O’Brien 
John T. O’Brien 






















Mr. and Mrs. John J. Oldynski
Edward J. Olwell
Mr. and Mrs. John A. O’Meara
Hugh P. O'Neill
James Edward O’Neill
Joseph A. O’Neill, Jr.
Joseph P. O’Neill
Peter Ignatius O’Neill


















Robert J. Pannepacker 
Joseph Michael Papaleo 
Richard Joseph Papirio 
Gerard M. Papp, D.O.
Anthony V. Pappas, Jr.
Michael J. Paquet 
Michael W. Park 
Grace Parker 
George R. Parsons, D.O.























James M. Penny, Jr., Esq.
John Pensiero 
Nicholas F. Pensiero 
Richard P. Peregoy 
Rafael V. Perez 
George A. Perfecky, Ph.D.
Alfred Gannon Perlini, Sr.
Arthur A. Perry, III 
Lawrence D. Persick 
John J. Pescatore 
Donald M. Peterson 
Paul E. Petit, M.D.
Gerald R. Petre 
Edwin J. Petrick 
Michael A. Petrick, Jr.
Constance Petroni 
Dr. and Mrs. F.B. Pezarras 
Charles J. Pfizenmayer 
Joseph M. Phillips, Ph.D.
John J. Piatkowski 
James H. Pickford 
John P. Picollo 
Robert J. Picollo 
George E. Pierce, Esq.
Lt. Col. Robert V. Pierce 
Thomas John Pierce 
Anthony R. Pileggi 
Dominic Anthony Pileggi 
Stephen J. Pinto 
Vincent J. Pinto 
Joseph A. Pirri 
Robert G. Pisker 
Robert G. Pistner 
Dennis S. Pizzica 
Richard G. Placey 
James Gerald Plewes 
Albert Podolsky, CPA 
John L. Poiesz 
Robert H. Polaneczky 
Charles Policastro 
John E. Pooler 
Charles Poolos 
Robert John Posatko, M.D.
Charles J. Potok 
John Thomas Potts, M.D.
Thomas V. Powderly
Patrick Charles Powell 
Patricia Corrigan Powers 
Victor John Powers, M.D.
Frank J. Pratico 
Richard Timothy Preiss 
Albert C. Price, M.D.
Edward P. Pussinsky






Joseph James Raab, D.D.S.
Lady Isolde Radzinowicz 
John J. Rafter 
Nicholas F. Ragucci 
Thomas E. Rakszawski 
William T. Rambo, Jr.
William Joseph Randall 
John J. Raquet 
Timothy N. Rausch 
Edward Reading 
Francis W. Reagan 
John F. Reardon, Ed.D.
Charles A. Reckner, Jr.
Charles F. Redican, Jr.
James J. Reed 
Margaret Regan 
William R. Regli 
Charles J. Reich, Esq.
Robert W. Reichenbach 
David E. Reichert 
Leonard Reichman, D.D.S.
Robert Thomas Reichman, M.D. 
Gerald Joseph Reid 
John F. Reilly
Charles Joseph Reinhardt, Jr. 
Michael J. Reinking 
J. Jeffrey Reisly
G. Russell Reiss, Jr., M.D.
James P. Rennie 
Robert G. Reynolds 
Karen Fraunfelter Rheams 
Frederick C. Rhodes 
Edward C. Rice 
James T. Richard 
John G. Riddle, Jr., Esq.
Joseph A. Rider, Sr.
Thomas M. Ridington 
Albert J. Rieger 
Dorothy A. Riehs 
Joseph David Rihl 
Morton W. Rimerman 
Richard V. Ritchie 
Daniel J. Rittler 
Joseph B. Ritvalsky 
Albert R. Riviezzo, Esq.
Elizabeth D. Rizzuto 
George T. Rizzuto 
Joseph P. Roach 
John P. Roarty 
Edward M. Roberts 
Donald C. Robinson 
Leon Rocha 
Dennis J. Rochford 
Kevin M. Roddy 
James W. Rodgers 
John Rodgers 
Joseph Rodgers 
Jack T. Roeder 
Anne Walker Rogers 
Newton R. Rogers 
Theodore M. Rogers, Jr.
Leo J. Rohan
Craig C. Romanauski
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Romano
Donald J. Rongione
John J. Rooney, Ph.D.
John J. Rosa 
David J. Rosania 
George W. Rose 
Robert E. Rose 
Joanne P. Roselli 
Marie Rosenberg 
Jeffrey S. Rosett, M.D.
Thomas C. Rosica 
Mrs. John Rossi 
John D. Rossi, III 
John P. Rossi, Ph.D.
Thomas P. Rossi, Jr.
Gerald T. Rothstein
John C. Rothwell
Richard A. Rothwell, Jr., D.D.S.






Charles F. Rueger, Sr.
Herbert M. Ruetsch 
Alfred B. Ruff 
Stephen J. Ruff 
















Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Sadel
Susan P. Sajeski, M.D.
Frank J. Salandria 
Frank T. Salera 
Anthony Salerno 
Stephen A. Salisbury 
Chester J. Salwach 
Carlo J. Salzano 
Philip P. Samsel 
Kathleen M. Sandman 
Patricia A. Sandstorm 
Peter Lawrence Sandusky 
John T. Santarlas, M.D.
Barbara Ann Santone 
Anthony J. Santoro 
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Santoro 
Francis Sarro, Jr., D.D.S.
Stanley J. Sasinowski 
William R. Sautter, Jr.
James F. Savage, Jr.
Lt. Col. Joseph E. Scanlin
John M. Scarpellino
Michael J. Scarpello
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Schaefer
John E. Schank
Ray A. Schartner
Lt. Col. Thomas Scheib
Joseph F. Schierse
Sherry B. Schiff-Lyons
Leo J. Schilling, Jr.
Bart Schlachter 
Joeph P. Schliep 
Herbert W. Schmidt, Jr.
George J. Schneider, Jr.
Gerard J. Schneider
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Schneide
Mary Schnepp 
James B. Schoedler 
Joseph J. Schoen, Jr.
Richard E. Schoultz 
Thomas Schreiber 
Paul M. Schugsta, Jr.
Charles R. Schultes 
Louis A. Schultz 
Raymond L. Schutzman 
Dorothy A. Schwartz 
James J. Schwegel 
Libero Scinicariello 
John R. Scott, Jr.
Donald J. Searl 
Lenferd J. Seely 
Raymond C. Seiberlich 
Joseph E. Seiler 
Geri Seitchik, Ph.D.
Robert Lee Seiwell 
Gerard M. Seredinski 
Richard W. Serfass 
Robert Joseph Sestito 
Louis D. Seymour 
Joseph J. Sgro 
Mr. and Mrs. David Shanholtz 
Carl B. Shanholtz 
William F. Shannon 
John Julius Shawaryn 
John H. Sheehan, M.D. 
Joseph J. Sheehan 
Maureen A. Sheehan 
Michael P. Sheehan 
Raymond Louis Sheets 
Carroll E. Shelton, Jr.
John Thomas Shepherd 
James F. Sherlock 
Peter Francis Shields 
Joseph F. Shirley 
David Shore 
Robert Alan Shore 
Charles A. Showers, Jr. 
Thaddeus P. Sieminski 
Joseph F. Sierotowicz 
Joseph J. Sikora 
John J. Siliquini, M.D.
Frank Silver, M.D.
Marc S. Silverman 
Christopher W. Silvotti, Jr. 
Michael F. Simon 
Joseph W. Simonetti 
Gilbert S. Simons 
W. Donald Simpson 
Anthony J. Sisca 
Victor Edward Skloff 
William J. Skyrm 
James J. Sloan 
Kent M. Sloan 
Robert G. Smedley 
Carol P. Smith 
Chester E. Smith, D.O.
Edward J. Smith 
Francis M. Smith 
Gerard Francis Smith 
James F. Smith 
James P. Smith 
John W. Smith, III 
Joseph J. Smith 
Kathleen C. Smith 
Roger Wilson Smith 
Rosemarie Fischer Smith 
W. Ellis Smith, D.M.D.
Wanda Smith 
James Smither 
David B. Smolizer 
William J. Smyth 
Edgar A. Snare 
Raymond F. Snyder 
Henry J. Sobieski
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Raymond T. Soliday Michael A. Taboga Francis X. Viggiano
Jack Solomon James F. Taddei Frederic C. Vincent
George J. Sosna Louis Daniel Taddei Frank John Viola, Jr.
Margot Soven, Ph.D. Francis X. Tagye Vincent A. Virgulti
Louise S. Sowers, Ph.D. James W. Tait Thomas F. Vizzard
Edward J. Spanier, Ph.D. Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Takiff George A. Voegele
Livia F. Sparagna Grace and George Talmage Anthony L. Voell
James A. Spaziano Ralph P. Tann Robert M. Vogel, Ed.D.
Joseph M. Speakman Michael Francis Tansey Joseph William Volk
Bernard P. Spearman Albert J. Taylor Matthew J. Wachowski, Jr.
Francis Joseph Speiser Jerome Taylor Marijean Wade
Francis J. Spiecker Mary J. Taylor Charles Wahl, Jr.
John J. Spielberger Robert W. Taylor Frank James Wahl
Peter C. Spina Marcia M. Telthorster Theodore W. Wahl
Philip N. Spinelli William H. Tennant, Jr., Esq. Jeffrey Waldman
Donald Lee Sprague, Esq. Mr. and Mrs. William H. Terwilliger Donald J. Walheim, Esq.
Thomas W. Sprague Ralph Joseph Teti Leroy G. Walker
Gregory C. Sprissler Fred C. Teufel Marianne McGettigan Walker
Donald J. Stabilito Helen T. Them Paul A. Walker, D.D.S.
Thomas R. Stack John J. Thomas Robert Walker
Frances Ellen Stahlecker John P. Thompson Charles J. Walkowiak
John C. Stankiewicz, Jr. Carol A. Thorn Edward John Wall
Raymond Stankiewicz Albert Thorp, III William J. Wall
James Edward Stanton Thomas Joseph Timmins Stephen M. Wallace
Patrick J. Stanton Francis Mark Timoney Thomas E. Wallace
Dennis Stanzione John J. Timson Thomas W. Walpole
Joseph P. Stark E.G. Titterton, Jr. Francis J. Walsh
John F. Staub Edward G. Titterton, III Maryanne Walsh
Robert G. Stauffer Stewart Frank Titus Thomas J. Walsh
William Paul St.Clair Charles A. Tocknell Hans H. Walter
Daniel Scott Steelman Jane Borschel Tomaszewski David L. Walty
Daniel Scott Steelman, II John E. Tomaszewski, M.D. Patrick J. Ward
Harvey J. Stefanowicz David P. Tomlinson Robert M. Ward
Debra Lynne Staffa Paul J. Toner Thomas H. Ward, Esq.
James Frederick Stehli Vincent Michael Torno Timothy P. Ward
William J. Steinbruegge Andrew Toth Joseph S. Wardach, Jr.
Daniel F. Steinmetz, Jr., Esc John A. Toth John William Waring
James Sterba Paul E. Towhey Arthur A. Warren
Edward William Stewart, Jr. James Louis Tracey William F. Warrender
James Joseph Stewart Joseph A. Tracy Milton A. Washington
Mary Rita Stinson Thomas J. Trainer Elizabeth M. Washofsky
Deborah Stofanik William J. Trainer R. Bruce Wayne
Eugene A. Stohrer Joseph J. Traurig Frederick D. Weathers
William Joseph Stokan Richard J. Travaline Marlyn H. Weaver
Stanley E. Stolarski Frances Parrotto Trees Mr. and Mrs. P. Joseph Webb
Michael Stoll Julie M. Trego Alfred E. Weber
Thomas W. Stone Frank Trent Richard J. Weber, Esq.
Charles Lawrence Storm William J. Trenwith Rudolph H. Weber
Frank L. Stoutenburgh Joseph R. Troxell, Ph.D. Gregory Webster
George B. Stow, Jr., Ph.D. Patricia Anne Tully Robert Franklin Weightman
James V. Straine Robert Stephen Tunilla James J. Weir
Edward E. Strang John Anthony Turek James P. Weir
Henry F. Straub Sister Jane Turk, G.N.S.H. David Weiss
Bertram L. Strieb Leonard N. Tusone Francis J. Weiss
John S. Strong Walter G. Uhlman, Jr. Jack Steven Weiss, M.D.
Harry Strub James A. Ulrich Paul Weiss
Joseph J. Strug, Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Ungvarsky Raymond F. Weldon
Judith C. Stull, Ph.D. Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Upah James J. Weller
Lewis Michael Sudul Ann A. Urban John Joseph Welsh
Earl Russell Sullivan Michael L. Uzzo John P. Welsh
F. Joseph Sullivan Denise J. Vadenais Edward J. Werner
James E. Sullivan, Jr. Rosemary Valente Leonard F. Werner, Jr.
James T. Sullivan, Jr. Joseph G. Van Reymersdal Patrice Saggiomo Werner
John M. Sullivan Marijke Van Rossum, Ph.D. Charles J. Whalen
Stephen J. Sullivan Walter Van Stan Francis X. Whalon, Jr.
Herbert Sussman David B. Vandenburg Edward Whelan
Stanley E. Swalla Rene Vander Vossen Edward J. White
Robert M. Swanick George A. Vasiliauskas Gerald F. White
Thomas R. Swartz Nicola M. Vecchione Luella G. White
John J. Sweeder, Ed.D. Philip A. Vecchione Richard T. White
J. George Sweeney Celeste Veneri Allen C. Whitehead
Theresa R. Sweeney Dennis A. Veneziale, Esq. John A. Whiteside
Vincent Joseph Sweeney Eugene J. Veneziale James F. Widmeier
Francis E. Swiacki Michael J. Vergare, M.D. Robert E. Wiebler
Gerald J. Swiacki Donald P. Vernon, Esq. Glenn V. Wild
Wilman Swindell Joseph V. Vesci Stuart Michael Wilder
Kevin E. Sylvester Peter L. Vetere Gerald Michael Wilk
Stanley A. Szawlewicz Jackie Ann Vice Frank H. Wilkinson
Pamela J. Williams 
Diane Carol Wilmanski 










William E. J. Wixted











































MATCHING G IF  COMPANIES
During the past twelve months, 332 alumni contributions to La Salle were 
matched, often on a $2 for $1 or even a $3 for $1 basis, by the graduate’s 
employer. The 175 corporations/corporate foundations listed below made 
matching gift contributions to La Salle totaling $39,667 in 1982-83.
ADP FOUNDATION 
AETNA INSURANCE COMPANY 
AIR PRODUCTS AND CHEMICALS 
ALA GROUP
ALCO STANDARD CORPORATION 
ALLIEE CORPORATION 
ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
ALLIED PAPER, INCORPORATED 
ALLSTATE INSURANCE COMPANY 
AMAX
AMERADA HESS CORPORATION 
AMERICAN AIRLINES 
AMERICAN BAKING COMPANY, 
INCORPORATED
AMERICAN CYANAMID COMPANY 
AMERICAN EXPRESS FOUNDATION 
AMERICAN HOECHST CORPORATION 




ARMSTRONG CORK COMPANY 
ARTHUR ANDERSEN AND COMPANY 
ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY 
AVTEX FIBERS, INCORPORATED 
BELL SYSTEMS: AT&T GENERAL 
BELL SYSTEMS: AT&T, LONGLINES 
BELL SYSTEMS: WESTERN ELECTRIC 
COMPANY
BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 
BENEFICIAL SAVINGS BANK 
BERWIND CORPORATION 
BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION 







CHESTER SATZ COMPANY, 
INCORPORATED 
CHICOPEE CORPORATION 
CIBA GEIGY CORPORATION 
CIGNA CORPORATION 
CITIBANK OF NORTH AMERICA 
CNA INSURANCE COMPANY 
COATS AND CLARK 
CALDWELL BROKERAGE COMPANY 
COOPERS & LYBRAND 
DETWEILER, LIFKIN & ASSOCIATES 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
DRESSER FOUNDATION, INCORPOR* 
DUN AND BRADSTREET 
E & B  CARPET MILLS 
EATON CORPORATION 
ECOLAIRE, INCORPORATED 
THE EQUITABLE LIFE ASSOCIATION 
SOCIETY OF UNITED STATES 




FIRESTONE TIRE AND RUBBER 
FMC CORPORATION 
FORD AEROSPACE CORPORATION 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
THE FRANKLIN MINT 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION 
GENERAL MILLS, INCORPORATED 
GENERAL REINSURANCE COMPANY 
GEORGIA-PACIFIC CORPORATION 
GERBER BABY FOODS FUND 
GIRARD TRUST BANK 
GOLDMAN SACHS & COMPANY 
GOULD, INCORPORATED 
GRACE FOUNDATION, INCORPORATED 
GRAND MET USA, INCORPORATED 
GRUMMAN CORPORATION 
TERENCE K. HEANEY & ASSOCIATES 
HERSHEY FOODS, INCORPORATED 
HOBART CORPORATION 
HOFFMAN LaROCHE COMPANY 
HONEYWELL, INCORPORATED 
IBM CORPORATION 
ICI AMERICAS, INCORPORATED 
INMONT CORPORATION 
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY 
IU INTERNATIONAL 
JOHNSON & JOHNSON 
KEMPER GROUP 
KERR-McGEE FOUNDATION 
KIDDER, PEABODY & COMPANY 
LEEDS AND NORTHRUP COMPANY 
LIGGETT GROUP, INCORPORATED 
MAGNETIC METALS COMPANY 
MANNINGTON MILLS, INCORPORATED 
MARSH AND McCLENNON 
MCC POWERS 
THE MEAD CORPORATION 
MELLON BANK OF NORTH AMERICA 
MERCK COMPANY FOUNDATION 
MERRILL LYNCH PIERCE FENNER & SMITH 
INCORPORATED 
MOBIL OIL CORPORATION 
MONROE LITTON 
MONSANTO COMPANY 
MORGAN STANLEY AND COMPANY, 
INCORPORATED 
MOTOROLA FOUNDATION 
MUTUAL BENEFIT LIFE 
NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE 
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE 
COMPANY
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE 
NORTHERN TELECOM 
NORTHWEST INDUSTRIES FOUNDATION, 
INCORPORATED
OLIN CORPORATION CHARITABLE TRUST 




PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL FOUNDATION 
THE PENN CENTER CORPORATION 
PENNSYLVANIA ELECTRIC COMPANY 





PHILADELPHIA INSURANCE COMPANY 
PHILADELPHIA NATIONAL BANK 
PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY 
PHOENIX COMPANY 
PITMAN, MOORE, INCORPORATED 
POLAROID FOUNDATION 
PPG INDUSTRIES, INCORPORATED 
PRICE WATERHOUSE & COMPANY 
PROVIDENT MUTUAL INSURANCE 
COMPANY
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
QUAKER CHEMICAL CORPORATION 
REED ROBERTS ASSOCIATES 
RELIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY 
RESEARCH-COTTRELL 
REYNOLDS METALS COMPANY 
ROCKWELL-INTERNATIONAL 
ROHM AND HAAS COMPANY 
ROYAL-GLOBE INSURANCE 
SALOMON BROTHERS 
SANDERS ASSOCIATES, INCORPORATED 
SHERWIN WILLIAMS COMPANY 
THE SINGER COMPANY FOUNDATION 
SMITH, EVERETT & ASSOCIATES 
SMITHKLINE BECKMAN CORPORATION 
SPEED NOTES, INCORPORATED 
SPERRY UNIVAC CORPORATION 
SPS TECHNOLOGIES 
STANDARD BUSINESS FORMS 
STUART PHARMECEUTICALS 
SUN COMPANY, INCORPORATED 
TELEDYNE, INCORPORATED 
TENNECO, INCORPORATED 
THE 3M COMPANY 




UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION 
UNITED ENGINEERS 




WAUSAU INSURANCE COMPANY 
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D E V E LO P M E N T  — continued
Volunteers Lead Successful Fund Raising Effort
The record-setting results achieved by the Alumni Annual Fund 
component of the CAMPAIGN FOR THE 80’s reflect the extraordinary 
efforts of the entire La Salle family: alumni/ae, faculty, staff, friends 
and students. Over 200 persons conducted the telephone phase of 
our Campaign in sixteen major phonathons. The members of the 
Alumni Annual Fund Executive Committee deeply appreciate the gen­
erosity of those companies that hosted the phonathons—
Arthur Anderson and Company Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Company
Coopers and Lybrand Price Waterhouse and Company
The Fidelity Bank Prudential Insurance Company
Industrial Valley Bank and Trust Company Touche Ross and Company
and are especially grateful for the unfailing assistance of the phonathon volunteers:
Anne Marie Abbondanato 
Joseph Abbott '84 
Charles E. Adler ’56 
Anthony Ahillas '86 
Mark A. Amici '86 
Alfred J. Antos, Jr. '63 
Trevor Austin '85 
A.L. Avallon, Sr. '54 
Nora Barry '80 
Cynthia M. Bartolomeo '85 
Richard Becker '50 
G. Michael Bellenghi 70 
Donald R. Bentley 
Gary Breen '85 
Nancy A. Brown '85 
Stephen J. Brown '86 
James L. Burke, Jr. '85 
Therese Burke '84 
John F. Butler '82 
James Butler, F.S.C. '82 
Renee Byrd '85 
Harold J. Bythrow '50 
Brian J. Cahill '86 
Frederick J. Calandra, Jr. '85 
Charles D. Calhoon '85 
John Capamaggi '86 
John L. Caplan '83 
Brian P. Carroll '85 
Jeffrey T. Cesarone, Esq. 77 
James Cetrullo '84 
Russell G. Clayton '83 
Gerry Cleary '86 
John A. Clement, Jr., Esq. '39 
Timothy Cogan '84 
Eileen Connell '84 
Patrick Connell '85 
Louis T. Conti, Esq. 71 
Hugh Cooper '82 
Steve Cooper '85 
Thomas Corley '83 
Anna Marie T. Costello '84 
Robert F. Costello '55 
William D.F. Coyle '48 
Annette Christiano '85 
Chester R. Cyzio, Esq. '51 
James Czbas '85
Clement E. Dambrosio '59 
Jackie Dano '86 
Helen E. Davis '86 
Susan Murphy Dearolf 78 
Marlene De La Cruz '83 
John Dever '57 
Martin Devine '50 
Stephen Dieter '84 
Robert DiGregorio '85
B. Joan Dougherty '80 
Joseph Dougherty, F.S.C. 
Vernette Dow '85 
Joseph Durbin 
Albert J. Durso '85 
Mary Dwyer 
Virginia G. Eglof 78 
Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D. 
Edward J. Fagan '63 
Richard Falla '85 
John J. Fallon '67 
Glenn Famous '84 
Richard L. Fasy '69 
Maureen Ferguson '85 
Susan Ficzko '83 
Fred J. Foley, Jr., Ph.D. 
Paul J. Foley 74 
John J. French '53 
Tim Froelich, F.S.C. 
Denise Gadson '84 
Joseph W. Galassi, Jr. '86 
Nancy Gallagher 79 
Michael Gambone '85 
Christine M. Garvin '85 
Matthew P. Gaworski '85 
William Geary '84 
Lorraine Getka '82 
John R. Gimple '84 
Kelley Ann Grady '85 
Christopher S. Green '84 
Mort Grossman 
Neil A. Grover '85 
Carl J. Guecia '85 
Kenneth Glenn Hager '58 
Michelle Haitsch '86 
Robert H. Hamilton '86 
Elizabeth G. Harper '80
Thomas M. Harper '84 
James W. Hart '85 
Donna Haviland '84 
Yvonne Hayman '82 
Terence K. Heaney, Esq. '63 
Kathy Heilig '82 
Erick J. Held '86 
Margaret Herlihy 
Fess Hertzog '86 
Laura A. Hirl '85 
Stephanie Hill '85 
Alice L. Hoersch, Ph.D. 
Jerome P. Hofmann '51 
Christine M. Hogan '85 
Vincent Hogan '84 
Mike Huml '83 
Raymond Huml '56 
Louise M. Jackson 
Vanessa Jackson '86 
John Janda '86 
Jack M. Keen 72 
Eugene L. Kelly '58 
Joanne C. Kelly '84 
John B. Kelly '58 
Edward M. Kiernan '61 
James D. Koch '55 
Irene H. Koczarek '85 
William T. Kugler '64 
William J. Leimkuhler '65 
Patricia Lenaghan '85 
Robert Levis '84 
Edward J. LoCasale '69 
Gail Loney '84 
Robert S. Lyons, Jr. '61 
James Mack 71 
Roman Maslij '86 
Nancy Maule '83 
Linda M. Mauro '80 
Lawrence E. McAlee, Esq. '59 
Donna McAnespy '84 
Josephine McBride 78 
Thomas N. McCarthy, Ph.D. 
John L. McCloskey '48 
Frank McCoy '66 
Gerald V. McDevitt '66 
Glenn R. McDonald '83
James J. McDonald '58 
Barney McFadden '86 
James A. McGettigan '53 
Daniel E. McGonigle '57 
Philip E. McGovern, Ph.D. '60 
James J. McGrath '86 
Michael J. McLaughlin '86 
Rose McNamara '85 
William Mealey '65 
Gregg R. Melinson '86 
James Morton 75 
Frank Mosca 77 
Paul M. Moser '52 
H. Keith Mosley 
Stephen T. Mudry '85 
James A. Mullen, '86 
Marlene M. Mullen '83 
Thomas Murphy '56 
Thomas J. Neher '86 
Frank J. Noonan '55 
Francis J. Noonan, Jr. 79 
Lawrence Nuzzo 74 
Susan C. O'Connell '85 
Ronnie M. O’Doherty 77 
Peter O’Donnell 76 
Michelle T. O’Grady '86 
Noreen C. O'Grady '85 
Thomas P. O’Grady '68 
Nick C. Okoro '85 
Regina M. Oristaglio '85 
Thomas J. O’Rourke '72 
Joseph Papaleo '59 
Thomas E. Parenteau '86 
Gregory B. Pasquale '85 
Michele M. Patrick '85 
Joseph F. Pearson '57 
Catherine M. Peberdy '78 
Martin Pendergast '85 
Alfred G. Perlini, Sr. '73 
Keith Pierce '84 
Winky Potts 
Paul Pressley '84 
Samdai Ragoopath '84 
Mark J. Ratkus, F.S.C., Ph.D. '69 
Raymond James Regan '73 
Ellen Reilly '83
Leonard J. Rhoades '86 
Albert Riviezzo, Esq. '73 
Steven Roberts '85 
Alan E. Rockwell '84 
Vincent S. Rogliano '86 
John D. Rossi, III '81 
Van F. Rossmeisl '84 
Carole Rothong '83 
Michael L. Rucinski '71 
Christopher M. Russell '85 
Joseph A. Saioni '61 
Lisa Schlicht '83 
Kathleen E. Schrader 
Oswald A. Schumacher '64 
Lori A. Schwabenbauer '84 
John J. Shawaryn, Jr. 72 
Kenneth Scott '84 
Maria Screnci '86 
John F. Slanga 71 
Karen Slevin '85 
Thomas Sottile '84 
Eric Spivey '84 
Paul A. Stead '83 
Henry C. Stoughton '86 
Stephen J. Sullivan 72 
Nicholas Taylor '85 
John P. Toner '86 
Nora A. Torriero '82 
James Tressell '84 
Paul Tursi '85 
William F. Umek '68 
Peter Vanderbuilt '85 
John H. Veen '59 
Margaret Venuto '82 
Madeline Vitello '82 
Mary Lynn Walsh '85 
Thomas W. Whittle, III '85 
David Wilk '84 
Robert D. Williams '84 
Selena Wilson '83 
Gerry Wixted '83 
James C. Wolf 72 
John J. Zaccaria '53
In addition, special thanks are due to those student organizations 
which actively participated in the Annual Fund Phonathon Program:
Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity 
Alpha Chi Rho Fraternity 
Gavel Society 
Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
ROTC Reserve Officers Training Corps 
Honors Center 
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity 
Students’ Government Association
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SCHO O L OF BUSINESS
’49__________________________
James W. Jones has been awarded the desig­
nation of chartered life underwriter by the Ameri­
can College of Bryn Mawr.
'51__________________________
James Knight of the P h ila d e lp h ia  D a ily  N ew s  
has been awarded the 1982 Philadelphia Press 
Association (PPA) Award for “ Best Headline.”
' 52__________________________
Paul A. Curcio, Jr. has been selected to join 
the Board of Directors for G.N.C.C. James A. 
Rogers has been named president of Central 
Mortgage Co. (CMC), in Philadelphia.
' 55__________________________
John E. Murray, Jr., has been named Dean of 
the Villanova University School of Law.
' 5 7 ______________________________
Charles L. Daley has joined First Peoples Bank 
of New Jersey as senior vice president, 
treasurer, and chief financial officer responsible 
for the bank’s investments, trust, comptroller and 
asset/liability management functions.
' 5 8 _______________________________
James O. McGovern has joined the Hunt 
Manufacturing Co. of Philadelphia, as vice presi­
dent of human resources.
'59__________________________
Bernard J. Vaughan has been promoted to 
vice president at Fidelity Bank.
’60__________________________
George Reading has joined Provident National 
Bank as manager of its Broomall branch.
’61__________________________
Michael J. Ott has been named national sales 
and market manager of Reynolds Metal Co.
’64_________________________
Kevin Bless has joined the Trust Division of the 
1st National Bank of Toms River, N.J., as assis­
tant vice president and senior pension trust of­
ficer. William T. Kugler, C.P.A., has become 
managing shareholder of Simkons, Kugler, Fine 
and Co., Certified Public Accountants. Joseph 
J. McDonald has been appointed eastern re­
gional sales manager of the Denney-Reyburn 
Co. Michael Scavuzzo has been named vice
president of agency services and development 
for Atlas Van Lines, Inc.
' 6 6 _______________________________
Michael J. Brown has been named sales man­
ager of the Philadelphia Office of Caldwell 
Banker Commercial Real Estate Services. Cyril 
J. Greenya has been named manager of the 
Homeowners Underwriting Department at the 
Donegal Mutual Insurance Company, in Mariet­
ta, Pa.
' 6 7 _______________________________
Robert J. Anderson has been named Director 
of Finance at Welkend Hospital for Welkend 
Neurology. Edwin P. Gilbert was recently 
named a vice president and controller of com­
puter systems, Sperry Corp. Richard Lepping, 
has been named vice president of finance at 
Saint Mary’s Hospital, in Langhorne, Pa.
' 6 8 _______________________________
Charles Dougherty, Jr. of The Philadelphia 
National Bank has been promoted to assistant 
vice president. Capt. Robert A. Jones has
been reassigned from an area commander 
within the Detroit district recruiting command to 
a staff position at the national headquarters of 
the Army’s recruiting operations in Fort Bragg, 
N.C. Lawrence S. Minarik has been awarded 
his M.B.A. in finance from the Hagan School of 
Business at Iona College, New Rochelle, N.Y. He 
was promoted to corporate accounting oper­
ations manager at Prentice Hall, Inc. in 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J. Michael Wargo, Esq., 
was recently appointed to chief attorney for the 
Corporation Society of Separationists, Inc.
' 6 9 ____________________________ _
Leonard Szeweda is the merchandise and de­
sign coordinator for Stanley M. Grossmann, 
Hammonton, N.J.
'72  _________________________
Ronald J. Altieri has been promoted to assis­
tant vice president of the mortgage loan division 
at Commonwealth Federal Savings and Loan, 
Norristown, Pa.
'73  _________________________
Peter T. McHugh has been elected a vice 
president of Trans World Airlines. He will be 
responsible for the development of plans and 
programs that establish TWA’s passenger ser­
vice product.
'74  _________________________
BIRTH: to Frank Moffatt and his wife, Marie, a 
daughter, Anne Marie.
'75  _______________________ _
Diane M. Bones, account executive at the 
advertising firm of Gray and Rogers, is teaching 
a course in humorous creative writing at Temple 
University.
'7 6           
James A. Thomas has been appointed a vice 
president of the Standards Development 
Division at A.S.T.M. in Bensalem, Pa.
'78 __________________________
Mark A. DiRugeris was elected assistant 
cashier of Heritage Bank N.A. He is currently 
with the special loans office in Cherry Hill, N.J.
' 8 3 _______________________________
Robert W. Seckinger, Jr. has been appointed 
corporate controller for the Elliott-Lewis Corp. in 
Churchville, Pa.
MARRIAGE: Linda A. Gauder to Thomas E. 
Rakszawski, ’81.
'70__________________________
Thomas Curley was appointed publisher of the 
Bridge-Water (N.J.) C o u rie r-N e w s . Curley was a 
reporter and city editor of the Woodbridge (N.J.) 
N ew s T ribune .
'71  __________________
Dennis J. Nemeth has been promoted to Plant 
Manager of the Champaign, III., cheese pro­
cessing plant for the retail food group of Kraft, 
Inc.
'8 1 __________________________
Debra Delaney has received the designation of 
Certified Public Accountant and was recently 
promoted to senior accountant at Main 
Hurdman, an accounting firm in Philadelphia, 
Pa.
MARRIAGE: Thomas E. Rakszawski to Linda 
A. Gauder, ’80.
' 83__________________________
Joseph F. Connors is a security officer at 
Beneficial Savings Bank's investment division.
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Michael Scavuzzo
SCHO OL OF ARTS & SCIENCES
’42_____________________________
William J. Stief has retired as vice president of 
administration for the Kemper Group after 37 
years of service.
’50_____________________________
Robert Valenti has been promoted to associate 
vice president of A.G. Edwards & Sons, Inc. and 
is manager of the Abington, Pa. offices.
' 5 5     
Eugene DePaul received his doctoral degree 
from Temple University. He is assistant principal 
at Ashland Middle School in Philadelphia.
’56_____________________________
John J. Pettit, Jr., Esq., Prothonotary of Phila­
delphia was elected second vice president of 
Prothonotaries and Clerks of Courts Association 
of Pennsylvania at their recent meeting at State 
College, Pennsylvania. He has been a member 
of the executive board for the last four years.
' 57__________________________
Charles Kindregan was one of the organizers 
of the Conference on Law and Computers held 
at Suffolk (Conn.) Law School where he is a 
professor of law.
’59_____________________________
J. Alan Ferner has been appointed assistant 
superintendent of the Riverside Public Schools, 
in Medford, N.J. Thomas J. Grimes has been 
elected vice president for resource development 
of the Hanover Insurance Co. in Worchester, Ma.
' 63________________________________
Joseph Beatty, Ph.D., will join the faculty of 
Randolph-Macon College as associate 
professor and chairman of the philosophy de­
partment, in Ashland, Va. John C. Incarvito, 
M.D. has been elected a Fellow of the American 
College of Cardiology.
’64_____________________________
Maj. Alan L. Brown has graduated from the Air 
Force personnel officer course at Keesler Air 
Force Base, Missouri. Brown is scheduled to 
serve with the 111th Tactical Air Support Group 
in Keesler, Missouri.
'65__________________________
Joseph A. Dieterle, D.O., has been appointed 
director of medical education at the teaching 
hospital of Philadelphia College of Osteopathic 
Medicine (PCOM).
’66
Ltc. Joseph B. Berger, Jr. has been assigned 
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to the 101st Airborne Division where he will com­
mand the Air Defense Artillery Battalion. Rev. 
Martin R. Conley was ordained a priest in the 
Diocese of Pittsburgh on June 25, 1983 by 
Bishop Vincent M. Leonard. Father Conley will 
be assigned to Saint Rosalia Parish in Pit­
tsburgh, Pa. Lt. Col. Michael W. Reilly is on 
active duty with the Marine Corps at Willow 
Grove (Pa.) Naval Air Station.
' 68_________________________
Dr. Raymond R. Jones has joined the office 
of Dr. Harold J. Goldfarb, for the practice of 
general ophthalmology and treatment of medical 
and surgical diseases of the retina in Allentown, 
Pa.
’69
William B. Wiegand, Jr
William R. Sasso has been appointed vice 
chairman of Manor Junior College’s Board of 
Trustees. William B. Wiegand, Jr., has recent­
ly been promoted to a vice president in First 
Pennsylvania Bank's national thrift institutions 
department.
'70 _________________________
MARRIAGE: Joseph W. Bascuas, Ph.D. to
Mary Kate Misset.
'71_____________________________
Brian Laline has been promoted to associate 
city editor of the Staten Island Advance.
'72  ___________________________
Louis F.J. Capecci, M.D., a diagnostic radio­
logist, has joined the medical staff of Burdette 
Tomlin Memorial Hospital, in Cape May, N.J. 
Robert J. Lockwood was promoted to district 
claims manager in the Fort Washington (Pa.) 
service office of the Harleysville Insurance 
Group. Edward White is a salesman at 
Bogdanoff’s Linen Outlet, in Philadelphia, Pa. 
MARRIAGE: Eugene Gallagher, Jr. to Jennifer 
Brosius.
'73  ___________________________
Mark V. Drewicz has been appointed Human 
Resources Manager for the Bound Brook, N.J., 
industrial colorants manufacturing facility of 
United Technologies Inmont Corporation. Frank 
Gostomski, has been named chief of the Kates 
Quality Critics Section at the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency in Washington, D.C.
BIRTH: to Neil Greenberg, Esq. and his wife 
Susan, a daughter, Ariel Hope.
'74 _______________________ _ _
Francis T. Ferry, M.D., completed his post­
graduate medical training at The Johns Hopkins
University School of Medicine. He practices 
pediatrics & adolescent medicine at Woodbury 
Pediatrics, in Gloucester County, N.J.
'75 _____________________________
Thomas F. Conn has been promoted to a 
senior vice president at First National Exchange 
Bank, in Roanoke, Va. Michael Lyons, M.D., 
has joined the medical staff of Warminster (Pa.) 
General Hospital. Nancy Nolan graduated with
Alumni Directory 
Nears Completion
All telephone contact has been 
completed by Harris Publishing 
Company, publishers of our o f­
fic ia l a lum n i d irec to ry . The 
purpose of the telephone contact 
was to verify the information 
which the alumni provided on the 
directory questionnaires and the 
information currently held on the 
alumni records.
At the same time, the tele­
phone representatives of the pub­
lishing company invited alumni to 
purchase personal copies of the 
directory.
The directory is tentatively 
scheduled for release in Decem­
ber. If you have not received your 
copy by January, or if you are 
interested in ordering a copy and 
have not heard from the pub­
lisher, you may contact them 
directly at the following address: 
Doreen Luff
Customer Service Representative 
Bernard C. Harris Publishing 
Company, Inc.
3 Barker Avenue 
White Plains, NY 10601
Francis T. Ferry, M.D.
Rev. Martin R. Conley
Thomas F. Conn
a juris doctor degree from Dickinson School of 
Law.
'76 _____________________________
Timothy J. Droney graduated from St. 
George’s University School of Medicine. He will 
serve his residency at St. Joseph Hospital and 
Medical Center, Paterson, N.J. Warren P. 
Goodrich, D.O., completed a three year tour in 
Germany as an Army Medical Corps Officer. He 
started his residency in psychiatry at Albert Ein­
stein Medical Center, Northern Division.
'77  _____________________________
Manulyn Citron, a team worker with PATH’S 
mental health partial hospitalization program's 
acute unit has been named supervisor and team 
leader of the newly created social rehabilitation 
program of PATH. Dianne Fabii has been 
awarded an exchange position through the 
Fulbright teacher exchange program. She will be 
teaching special education for the mentally dis­






help you reaffirm the La Salle 
College spirit and tradition. . .
We can provide you with a full range of quality 
emblematic merchandise. Our line of imprinted La 
Salle items includes decals, glassware, logo neckties, 
traditional and fashion sportswear, sweatshirts, 
pants, shorts, jackets for all seasons, alumni furniture, 
and much more.
Our selection of emblematic wares are quite ap­
propriate as gifts for yourself, for your family or, for 
friends of the College. You can order with confidence 
as all o f our merchandise is offered with your complete 
satisfaction in mind.
John J. Fitzgerald, III, M.D., has started a four 
year residency in obstetrics and gynecology at 
Temple University Hospital. Brian L. 
Fellechner has received his doctor of os­
teopathy degree from Philadelphia College of 
O steopathic M edicine. Dr. June E. 
Grutzmacher-Abele has started a three year 
residency in ophthalmology at Temple University 
Hospital. Jeffrey S. Parkins, D.P.M. has com­
pleted a residency in podiatric medicine and 
surgery at Broad Street Hospital, Philadelphia, 
and is currently practicing in South Philadelphia. 
MARRIAGE: Stephanie Thompson to Alan R. 
Lachel.
To order or obtain more information: 
Call COLLECT (215) 951-1395 
Monday to Friday, 9AM-4PM
The Campus Store 
La Salle College 
20th St. & Olney Avenue 
Philadelphia, PA 19141
'79 _____________________________
Mark E. Delowery and Eric Diamond recently 
received the doctor of podiatric degree of medi­
cine from the Pennsylvania College of Podiatric 
Medicine. Peter Farano received a doctor of 
medicine degree from Hahnemann University 
School of Medicine. He will complete a 
pathology residency at Thomas Jefferson Uni­
versity Hospital, Philadelphia. William J. 
Gaughan received a doctor of medicine degree 
from Hahnemann University School of Medicine. 
He will complete an internal medicine residency 
at Abington (Pa.) Memorial Hospital. Joseph P. 
Lewcun has received his doctor of osteopathy 
degree from Philadelphia College of Osteopathic 
Medicine. Joseph Edward McKeown, M.D., 
has started a five year residency in general sur­
gery at Temple University Hospital. Giancarlo 
Mercogliano received a doctor of medicine 
degree from Hahnemann University School of
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. . . w hat better way to show your pride  
in  the heritage o f La Salle!
Jeffrey S. Parkins, 
D.P.M.
Medicine. He will complete an internal medicine 
residency at Lankenau Hospital, Philadelphia. 
Jonathon P. Oline, Martin O. Pieretti, David 
M. Puddles, Gary B. Shames, Daria M. 
Starosta, Mark E. Wagner, received the doc­
tor of osteopathy degrees from Philadelphia Col­
lege of Osteopathic Medicine.
MARRIAGE: Dennis Eugene McCauley to 
Sheilagh Mary Haney.
’80_____________________________
William J. Fox, Jr. has been designated for 
early promotion to senior airman in the U.S. Air 
Force. David Alan Katz received a master of 
science degree from the Graduate School of 
Hahnemann University in Philadelphia. James
C. Noonan has been honored with the rank of
. . .  OOPS!
John E. DeWald Paul R. Driscoll
The photographs of John E. 
DeWald, Esq., '69, who recently 
opened his own law office at Suite 
700, Philadelphia Stock Exchange 
Building, and Paul R. Driscoll, '72, 
who was promoted to auditor at 
Beneficial Savings Bank, were inex­
plicably transposed in the summer 
issue of LA SALLE. The editor sin­
cerely regrets this error.
member Companion of the Order of St. Lazarus 
of Jerusalem. Barbara Katherine Richter re­
ceived her master’s degree in computer & infor­
mation science from the University of Penn­
sylvania. Patricia A. Shapiro, Esq., received 
her juris doctorate from St. Louis University. 
Wanda Eleanor Wesolowski was graduated 
from Beaver College with a master of arts degree 
in education.
MARRIAGE: Bernadette Lynn to James A. 
Ronca, Esq.
' 81__________________________ __
Robert O. Krammer received an associate of 
science degree in nursing from the Hahnemann 
University School of Allied Health Professions of 
Philadelphia. Brenda Lucas has been named 
admissions counselor at La Salle College. She 
will be responsible for coordinating transfer ad­
missions.
’82_____________________________
Louis J. Gringeri received the Christian P. and 
Mary F. Lindback Foundation scholarship 
awards for 3 outstanding accomplishments dur­
ing his freshman year in medical school at the 
Philadelphia College of Osteopathic Medicine. 
Robert Wallace has accepted a graduate assis- 
tantship at Temple University’s School of Com­
munications and Theater.
'83______________________
Theresa Hollister has been awarded a
MOVING?
If your mailing address will change in 
the next 2 -3  months, or if this issue is 
addressed to your son or daughter 
who no longer maintains a p e r­
m anent address at your home, 
please help us keep our mailing a d ­
dresses u p -to -d a te by:
A ttach  the labe l fro m  the  
back cover o f this issue  
and  m ail to th e  A lu m n i 
O ffic e , L a S a lle  C o lle g e ,  
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Fulbright Foundation fellowship to study German 




Michael Haskins recently has been named 




James J. Mergiotti has been appointed a vice 
president of Colonial Mortgage Service Co. 
Eileen Monahan Chopnick is a registered 
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